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GREEK LIFE

CAMPUS
USG top dogs Coughlin,
Schnetzer get paid full,
half tuition

Thursday
Vol.73 Issue 34
October 25, 1990
Bowling Green, Ohio

Greek system hit hard by new
drinking rules, regulations

SPORTS
BG Soccer loses to Michigan
State 1-0, in another
close one
^

The BG News
•ssa&An Independent Student Voice for 10 Yearsesses

Ohio gubernatorial
debate draws boos,
hisses from crowd

BRIEFLY
Campus
Correction:

William H. Johnson, University senior, was not arrested for grand theft as reported in Wednesday's
News. He was charged
Tuesday with domestic violence only.
The News based its report
on information provided by
the Bowling Green Police
Department.
Clastic film shown:

Alfred Hitchcock's "Rear
Window," starring Jimmy
Stewart and Grace Kelly,
wi 11 be shown tonight at 8:45
in the Gish Film Theater located on the first floor of
Hanna Hall, as part of the
Lenhart Classic Film Series. Admission is free.
Recent graduate
honored:
Julie Landes, a resident of
Washington, D.C. has been
named winner of the Recent
Graduate Award. She will
be presented with the award
on Saturday, Oct. 27 during
halftime of the Bowling
Green-Miami football
game.
The Recent Graduate Award is presented annually
by the University's Alumuni
Association to persons who
have graduated within the
past 10 years and who have
remained involved with the
University and in their local
community.
Landes, who received a
bachelor's degree in journalism at the University in
1982, is vice president of
Sublic relations and promoon for the Council for advancement and Support of
Education in Washington.
In 1986, Landes became
the first graduate of the
1980s to serve on the University's Alumni Association Board of Trustees. She
also is a former leader of
the Washington-Baltimore
chapter of the University's
Alumni Association.

City
Alleged theft ring
broken:

Last Friday, city police
arrested four people for receiving stolen property and
theft charges in an area hotel after they received a
complaint of possible drug
activity in one of the rooms.
The four people arrested
gave identification as Barbara S. Gregory, Paul Gregory, Charles N. Brown and
Steven A. Roberts. They are
being held in Wood County
Jail under a $10,000 cash
bond each.
A fifth person was arrested in Florida early
Wednesday morning.
The group is believed to
be the cause of various
thefts across a number of
states, including Michigan,
Ohio and Virginia.
Police found marijuana
and large quantities of stolen jewelry in their room
and car, according to the
police report.

Weather
Mostly cloudy:

Today, mostly cloudy and
cold with a slight chance of
flurries or
sprinkles.
High 40 to
45.
Northwest
winds 10
to20mph.
Chance of
Ul precipita• Bon 30
percent.
Tonight,
clearing and cold. Low in
the upper 20s. Friday, mostly sunny. High 45 to 50.
compiled man local and
wire reports

Double Vision

■G News/Greg Horvath

Sophomore jazz studies major Timothy Weaver practices diligently on his trumpet in a practice room
at Moore Musical Arts Center. Weaver said that he puts In between six and eight hours per day
rehearsing and also finds time to sit in at area clubs like Rusty's Jazz Cafe In Toledo. His favorite artists
Include Cllford Brown and Chet Baker whom he concedes to emulating now and then, but prefers
developing a style of his own.

CLEVELAND (AP) - Democrat Anthony Celebrezze Jr. and
Republican George Voinovich belittled each other's records
Wednesday in a final gubernatorial campaign debate laced with
sarcasm, boos and hisses.
Both Voinovich and Celebrezze
are from Cleveland, and Voinovich is a former mayor of the
city.
"Tony, welcome back to Cleveland after 16 years," Voinovich
said, referring to Celebrezze's
public career in Columbus as a
state lawmaker and Ohio attorney general, his current position.
"Answer the question, George,
please," Celebrezze said at anotherpoint.
Botn drew hisses and boos from
the usually staid City Club luncheon crowd. Chester Gray,
president of the City Club,
Erompted laughter when he thaned the audience of 300 for being
impartial.
Each candidate said he was
pleased with his performance.
"I think I got my points across.
I answered the questions better,
and I believe that I won this debate," Celebrezze told reporters
after the debate.
"I think we did very, very
well," Voinovich said. "I felt
comfortable about it. I was particularly pleased because we got
out the points that I wanted to
make," said Voinovich, standing
amid more reporters four steps
away.
Following the format of the
tradition-bound club founded in
1912, each candidate had 12
minutes for opening statements,
one minute each to respond to
sometimes-pointed questions
from randomly selected members of the audience, and three
minutes for closing statements.
Celebrezze invoked the name of
his father, Anthony Celebrezze
Sr., a federal appeals court judge

and former Cleveland mayor, in
taking the podium. He said his
father had worked to improve
city neighborhoods while voinovich "catered to wealthy developers" as mayor 1979-89.
"I watched my father ... work
on behalf of the entire city of
Cleveland, not only the downtown
but the neighborhoods," he said.
In his opening comments, Celebrezze said there were "very key
differences in this election." He
cited the issues of health care,
abortion, the environment ana
education.
"This is going to be an election
about change, said Celebrezze,
who accused Voinovich of belatedly keying his campaign toward
blue-collar voters and borrowing
the "I'm on your side" political
slogan of Democratic Sen. HowardMetzenbaum.
"You betcha," Voinovich said
from his seat in reply.
Celebrezze said he represents
the hopes of working-class
Ohioans and charged that Voinovich's campaign has been
financed by wealthy contributors.
"This election is about Ohio's
future," Voinovich said in his
opening statement. He said better
efforts were needed to revitalize
the state's economy. "We can do
better. We can catch up," he said.
Voinovich said his political
success in Democratic Cleveland
shows he has the support of working-class voters. He said alleged
mismanagement in state
government requires a change of
direction in Columbus.
Voinovich sought to tie Celebrezze to alleged corruption in
the administration of Gov. Richard Celeste, who is barred by law
from seeking re-election to a
third straight four-year term. He
will leave office in January.

Athens hosts annual party Rapid-rail transit
City council to close street for Halloween revelry
favored by state

by Jacqueline Porter
city writer

Halloween.
The holiday in Athens — home
of Ohio University — connotes
revelry and thousands upon
thousands of guests. However,
this year the city is taking a new
step by sponsoring the annual
party for the first time.
Athens' City Council has voted
to OK closing Court Street by a 6-1
vote, said Rex Scott, Athens city
councilman and member of the
Clean and Safe Halloween Committee.
The council believed city sponsorship would provide better organization, planning and less
problems, he said.
Halloween in Athens is famous
statewide for the outrageous costumes, heavy alcohol consump-

tion and crowds closing Court
Street where many bars are located.
Because of the stigma attached
to the annual event, the council
wanted to restructure the festival
into a more organized and family
festival, Scott said.
"We wanted to turn it into more
of a community-oriented event,
with activities for all ages, not
just college students," Scott said.
Athens Chief of Police Richard
Mayer said this year should be
different because the city approved of the activities.
Although the city is sponsoring
the weekend, students are reminded that all laws will be in effect
and strictly enforced, he said.
"If you're confused about the
laws you'll spend a night in jail,"
he added.
Although city council approved
of the festival, Athens Mayor

Sara Hendricker did not agree
with the sponsored weekend.
"The city of Athens is overwhelmed by sheer numbers of
people in Court Street which
causes a very large burden for
the city and its resources — I do
not approve of the party on any
weekend," Hendricker said.
Hendricker does not want outside students to come to Athens
for Halloween, however she invited them to come to visit on any
other weekend.
"There are plenty of opportunities to have a good time in Bowling Green Halloween weekend —
it will be much safer for Bowling
Green students to stay in Bowling
Green that weekend, "she said.
Because of Halloween occurring in the middle of the week this
year, some confusion has ocSee Ohio u, page 5.

Committee focuses objective
by John Kohlstrand
city editor

Whether a reorganized
City/University/Student Advisory Committee will effectively respond to questions raised by the
events at East Merry-Frazee was
the focus of its first meeting
Wednesday afternoon.
Steven Lab, assistant criminal
justice professor at the University, was particularly outspoken on
the issue, openly questioning
Police Chief Galen Ash's ability
to consider misconduct by his
force.
"That person is not capable of
looking at the issue objectively,"
Lab said of Ash.
Selecting Chief Ash as head of

CUSAC's law enforcement subcommittee is "simply a way of
having it buried," he said.
Several University students
echoed Lab's sentiments.
Lab again called for a citizen's
review board to investigate the
events of Sept. 7-8, during which
more than 100 arrests were made,
most of them at block parties on
East Merry and Frazee Avenues.
"This is still America and we
are a country of courts," Ash replied, indicating that the legal
system should decide whether
there was police misconduct during East Merry-Frazee.
''And I think you are totally out
of line," he added.
Ash said he thought his role on
CUSAC was for the betterment of
law enforcement in Bowling

Green, not to discuss specific allegations about East MerryFrazee.
Mayor Edwin Miller said CUSAC, formerly the City University Community Relations Committee, would in fact examine the
East Merry-Frazee situation.
Since city officials have been
advised not to comment on the
cases until they are cleared
through the courts, this has been
difficult to do, he said.
Lab said the chance of CUSAC
being objective is slim, since
there are only two students to
represent half of Bowling Green's
population on the 10-member
committee.
However, Miller said "This is
D See City Relations, page 6.

"It would turn the state Into one large
megalopolis. More people would be less
disadvantaged."
-Bob Chizmar, OHSRA Administrator.
by Jeremy S. Weber
sxnitwritm
A high-speed rail Unking
Ohio's major cities would cut
travel time dramatically in
the state, and a recent survey
snowed people are interested
in the idea.
The Ohio High Speed Rail
Authority was formed by tl»
Ohio General Assembly to
explore the planning and construction of such a train,
which would connect Cleveland, Columbus. Springfield,
Mansfield, Dayton and Cincinnati, said OHSRA administrator Bob Chixmar.
"It would turn the state into
one large megalopolis,"
Chixmar said. "More people
would be less disadvany, Ohio Sen. Robert
Boggs announced the results
of an informal survey by the
Ohio American Automobile
Association, in which 65 percent of people strongly supported the rail.
Boggs, chairperson of the
OHSRA, wannounced
the survey's ^n* ?»giQ, including:
■83 percent said they would
ride the system;
■47 percent said they
thought the rail would have a
noticeable Impact on the
state's environment;

■49 percent said the project
would have a noticeable Impact on traffic congestion;
■69 percent said the project
should be funded by a combination of state and private
funding, while 8 percent said
it should be funded solely by
private funds, and six percent
said the state should pay for
the rail.
■47 percent said a retail
sales tax increase should be
used to fund the rail, 30 percent suggested an income tax
increase and 32 percent said
bonds, "sin tax'* increases,
user fees or a gas tax increase should be used to pay
for the new transportation
Chixmar said the OHSRA
has conducted surveys which
also supported the need for a
high-speed rail.
The rail is not expected to
transport people through
Northwest Ohio, said m
Knight, assistant director of
transportation planning for
Toledo city government
However, he said officials
have discussed another rafl
running through Youngstown,
Cleveland, Toledo and Detroit.
Knight said the protect is
an indicator of travel trends
In this country.
to* Chooehoo, page S.
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Editorial
Bush stalls civil
rights progress
The battle has been long and hard. But since the
Civil War. the Unitea States government has
been making advancements — albeit slowly — in providing equatopportunity to its citizens.
On Monday, President George Bush stopped that
progress dead in its tracks, refusing to sign what could
very well be the most important piece of civil rights
legislation passed since the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
The Civil Rights Act of 1990 would have overturned
six recent job discrimination decisions handed down
by the Supreme Court.
Passage of the legislation would have made it easier
for women and minorities to win discrimination suits,
banned racial harassment in the workplace, and, in
cases of extreme discrimination, required payment of
punitive damages.
"The temptation to support a bill — any bill — sim-

Hussein, Bush rule
via bed revelations
It is reported that Iraqi leader
Saddam Hussein has haa a dream
of repentance. Sort of.
Clad In silk pajamas and slippers that have toes that roll up in
a ring, Saddam settled down for a
slumber. His head filled with visions of oil barrels and dollar
signs. Sleeping blissfully, dreaming about his domination of the
Middle East, Saddam was floating down the Euphrates River in
his royal barge with his concubines, when to his dismay the
prophet Mohammed appeared
and tipped the royal barge, spilling
Saddam into the river.
T
'SADDAM,"said Mohammed
thunderously,"YOU HAVE
BEEN AN UNWORTHY
LEADER! YOU HAVE MADE
THE WEARING OF MUSTACHES UNFASHIONABLE!"

Word Up

"You think?" asked Saddam
with hope.
"Or perhaps the Prophet wants
you to use your guns to shoot a
rocket into the heavens and join
the space race," said another adviser, his eyes closed, his hands
clasped in prayer.
Saddam let out a sigh of relief.
"At least he does not want me
to shoot myself...we must announce this dream to the people,"
he said.
"DO IT AT ONCE!" he barked.
His advisers scurried from the
room as Saddam tried to return to
a blissful slumber.
Dreams. Seems like the nocturnal wanderings of the mind
can influence almost anybody.
Take George Bush's flip-flop on
taxes. Tax the rich. Don t tax the
rich. He has been jumping from
one side to the other more than
the celebrated frog of Calavaras
County.

I think he keeps changing his
mind because of a dream as well.
Late one night last week in the
Lincoln Bedroom of the White
by
House, Bush tossed and turned in
Chuck
his sleep. Barbara's practice of
letting First Dog Millie sleep in
Travis
the presidential bed irked the
President. What with Millie
shedding and the nasty liberal
columnist
democrats causing him indigestion, Bush was having a hard
"But teacher," answered Sad- time sleeping.
dam, "I have seen all the Omar
Sharif movies, I have carried out
He was in the middle of a
the vision of Ali Baba and Ancient dream where he was mudwrestling Mikhail Gorbachev for
Babylon!"
"YOU FOOL, YOU DO NOT the Nobel Peace Prize."1 AM
UNDERSTAND, YOUR GUNS NOT A WIMP, READ MY UPS, I
ARE POINTED IN THE WRONG AM NOT A WIMP...ITS DAN
DIRECTION! YOU WILL HAVE QUAYLE'S FAULT, MOMMY,
THE SHISH KEBAB SHOT OUT MOMMY!" George moaned in
OF YOU IF YOU DO NOT RE- his sleep.

PENT!"

Saddam awoke swimming in
his sheets, screaming for his advisers. Like the Keystone Cops,
played by Omar Sharif lookalikes, they came running into
the royal bed chamber.
Saddam babbled to them that
Mohammed appeared to him in a
dream and told him to commit
suicide.
"He told me the guns were
Glinted in the wrong direcon...Does that mean he wants
me to point the guns at myself...AND COMMIT SUICTOE?"
hequestioned.
The advisers, wise enough to
know that they might be commiting suicide by giving the wrong
aiuwer — Saddam was known to
shoot his advisors from time to
time — carefully pieced his
dream together.
"I think what it means is that
maybe you should point your
guns towards Israel, said one
adviser, his fingers in his ears,
waiting for a bullet to pierce his
skull.

"Shut up, George,"muttered
Barbara,"or I'll have to dress
you in Depends, you know how
you mess when you have a bad
dream."
Bush continued to moan. Suddenly at the foot of the bed appeared the ghost of rich industrialist J.P. Morgan.
"GEORGE,"intoned the ghost
of Morgan. "TAX THE RICH
AND KOI/ WILL BE EATING
OUT OF A SOUP CAN!!"
George bolted upright in his
bed, knocking Millie to the floor.
"Barb,"he said,"I kinda think
that the vision thing is starting to
work."
"Good, George," mumbled
Barbara sleepily,"now let Millie
out before she goes on the Lincoln
rug."
Chuck Travis is a columnist for
The News.

Respond
The BG Mews editoial page is your cami forum. Letters to
editor should be a
*um of 200-300
»rds in length and
_lld be typewritten,
juble-spaced, and
Address or
OCMB number, and •
telephone number

The BG Mews reserves the right to reject any material that
is offensive, malicious
or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all
submissions
Editorial Editor
210 West Hall

ply because its title includes the words 'civil rights' is
very strong." Bush said. "But when our efforts,
however well-intentioned, result in quotas, equal opportunity is not advanced but thwarted."
Bush's point, as well as his reluctance to establish a
quota system, is understandable. But he seems to have
conveniently forgotten that refusing to sign a bill because of the threat of quotas — especially when that
threat is said to be unfounded — may thwart equal opportunity in the process.
Supporters of the bill have lambasted Bush's excuse. According to Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell, the legislation makes it clear that quotas are
not required.
It seems Bush is tossing in the quota question —
while ignoring evidence contrary to his claims — to
divert attention from other less honorable reasons for
voting no.
The uproar, led in part by Sen. Edward Kennedy,
D-Mass., looks like a gut reaction from the extreme
left of the Democratic contingent, yet another move in
the drawn-out game of party politics.
Perhaps. But this battle is not one drawn with
straight party lines, and some important facts are being lost in the shuffle.

Right wing Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, gave the civil
rights bill his support, as did the Anti-Defamation
league of B'nai B'nth. Both are outspoken quota opponents. The bill was passed by large majorities in the
House and the Senate — only votes away from the
two-third "yes" vote necessary for an override.
Such evidence only lends credence to the argument
that Bush is looking not at the bill itself, but related
repercussions his signature may have.
Political consultants agree that Bush's veto may be
an attempt to keep conservative Republicans — upset
with his flip-flop on the issue of raising taxes — happy.
Bush says that's not the case. He says his veto rested
on the fact that the bill would base employment decisions on race, sex, ethnicity and religion rather than
qualifications. He says that's unfair.
But the absence of his signature means that discriminatory employment decisions can continue to be
made under the guise of "customer preference." It
means discriminatory employers will remain at an
advantage in the courts.
It means, at least for the duration of Bush's administration, that the slow progress this country has made
in civil rights over the years has reached a standstill.
That is what is really unfair.
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LETTERS
Professors' competence questioned
Editor, The News:
Is it just me or has the proficiency and efficiency of our teachers
met with a sharp decline? At times, I find myself wondering whether
they deserve to be called teachers. I don't consider myself an expert
on every aspect of teaching and education. However, I have been going to school the better part of 14 years and I do think I have an idea of
what a true teacher should be like. As a student, when I walk into a
classroom, I want — excuse me, deserve a competent, dedicated
teacher. Has even this become too much to ask for?
By no means am I singling out all of this University's teachers and
professors, simply those who should be singled out. Our entire country
is plagued with thisproblem. We have become a victim of an overdose
of incompetency. The responsibility of a teacher is one of the most, if
notthe most important responsibilites there is. A teacher's job is to
shape and cultivate the mind, while gently leading the student along
the path of knowledge and understanding. Educators should go out of
their way every day to give the students the full benefit of their socalled knowledge and wisdom, not to mention the benefit of the money
spent on schooling.
Teachers have a responsibility to students as well as themselves.
For some reason, professors and teachers have become lax and weak
in their methods. Collecting a paycheck has taken priority over collecting knowledge. You call yourself a professor, but what do you
profess? The American Heritage Dictionary defines a professor as "a
teacher of highest rank in an institution of higher learning." How
many of you professors can profess to this?
Ask yourselves if you are truly doing all you can to shape your students. Are you giving your students what your title says you are capable of giving? Are you properly educating your students or are you
purposely miseducating them? I am not trying to be disrespectful. I
am trying to get an education. So teachers, start doing your job. You
have earned the title, but do you deserve it?
Steve L. Gray
135Prout

Pro-lifer questions loyalty of choice

Editor, The News:
I began this as a letter to the editor in response to a letter from
Dianne Barndt printed in the Oct. 16 edition of The News ,but as I was
writing, I realized that this is not a one-time incident that needs to be
responded to, but an attitude held by a large portion of the campus
that needs to be addressed. In her letter, Barndt addresses an anonymous personal printed in the News and attacks the "anti-choice"
movement for not caring about the lives of women involved in the
abortion process. Her allegations are not only untrue, they border on
hypocritical.
Pro-life groups are called such precisely because of the concern
they have tor human life. All human life. Many of the "pro-choice"
advocates wish to see the results of illegal abortions publicized, yet
are "offended" when we try to inform women about the physical effects of legal abortions. Tie personal in question lists several of the
possible physical effects of abortion, such as infections, excessive
bleeding, cervical injury and death. These risks are associated with
the LEGAL abortions that are performed by licensed medical personnel every day of the year. If the pro-choice movement is so concerned
with the health of these women, why don't they address the many
harmful side effects women experience due to legal abortions instead
of getting up on their soapboxes and yelling about what could happen
if abortion becomes illegal... As a pro-lifer, I am highly concernea for
the women making the decision to have an abortion. I know this is a
difficult decision to make. I also know that women in crisis don't always think clearly, and many pro-choice advocates are so adamant
about protecting their 'right to choose' that they neglect to adequately
inform these women about what they are about to do. I'm not talking
about taking human life versus removing aproduct of conception. I'm
talking about a step by step explanation of the risks, as well as long
term mental and emotional effects. I don't recall hearing pro-choicers
discuss post-abortion syndrome with women in crisis pregnancy, or

the fact that it takes the average woman two years to recover from the
emotional trauma of the abortion.
In regard to the specific cases mentioned in Ms. Bamdt's letter, it
borders on inhuman to expect a rape victim to endure the further
physical and emotional trauma of an abortion. Adoption is a viable
alternative in this case, and it can be very therapeutic for the woman.
Seeing something as wonderful as a human life come out of something
so tragic has a way of helping to alleviate the pain. And, yes, I have
every right to make a statement like that, because I've been through
it. As a freshman on this campus I was the victim of acquaintance
rape. I found out that I was pregnant as a result of this, carried my
fregnancy to term, and released my child for adoption. Knowing that
had brought a child into this world and had given him a loving home
was the one thing that pulled me through the pain.
As for teenage girls facing abuse, I find it interesting that these "living, breathing, contributing members of society" can't vote, can't
drink, can't join the military, can't even smoke a cigarette, but can,
according to most states, make "the difficult decision to have an abortion." It would be almost amusing, if the results weren't so tragic.
So for all you Ms. Barndts out there, the next time you send a letter,
or write a paper, or give a speech about the evils of the pro-life movement, I suggest that you think long and hard about what really matters to you. Is it your issue, or the women it affects? Because anyone
reading your letter, Ms. Barndt, can see where your loyalty lies.
Jennifer Stehlik
308 Rodgers.
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Campus
Racial equity advocates USG heads receive stipends
seek reproval of teacher Government leaders among last in nation to be funded
white people that thought his behavior was rude."
The events culminated to a
point where the student walked
The Black Student Union has out of Early's class and dropped
circulated a petition for the re- the course. She later filed the
moval of a faculty member who complaint to Affirmative Action.
last year was exonerated on
charges of harassing a black stuEarly was exonerated after a
dent. During a Black Pride and Erobe by Affirmative Action, then
Consciousness session last eaded by acting director Robert
Wednesday, BSU agreed to con- Cunningham.
tinue to seek action against assoEarly denied the event as raciate professor Robert Early, de- cism, instead calling it a "regretspite the exoneration.
table misunderstanding."
"We will not stand by and do
nothing," said BSU President
He said his intent was to offer
Maurice Tate during the Pride special attention to a minority
session. "We will not be silent."
student, an idea he said he
"Doing nothing condones his received from black author
behavior," Amanda Stewart, James Baldwin — whom he calls
BSU secretary, said. "Doing a good friend.
nothing reflects the whole system
atBG/'
"There are so few black stuLast spring, Early was accused dents on campus, and I am conby a black student of harassing cerned that their views aren't
her in his creative writing class.
fairly presented in the classThe student, whose name is be- room," he said. "I wanted to
ing withheld due to the sensitive draw her out ... and let her pernature of the issue, was the only spective as a black woman come
black person in the class and said across."
she was constantly asked to express the "black" points of view
Early admits he might have
on certain issues.
gone overboard by focusing too
"He was demeaning her in much on the student's color.
front of a class of white stu- However, he said she did not indents," Stewart said, referring to form him that she was offended
comments made by several class by his teaching prior to her walkmembers. "There were a lot of ing out of the class.
by Marvin Brown
staff writer

"I never had a chance to talk to
her about the problem," he said.
"This whole thing is utterly humiliating to me — it has given me
many sleepless nights."
English lecturer Ken Letko,
one of Early's colleagues, said
that Early uses a lot of humor
that can, at times, be misinterpreted.
"I wouldn't think of Robert as a
racist," he said. "He is certainly
aware that Anglo-Saxons are not
the only culture that exist — he
can be trusted to be flexible and
understanding."
Current Affirmative Action Director, Marshall Rose, said no
new action regarding the events
has been brought to his attention.
Stewart said the BSU intends to
continue with the petition, which
will be delivered directly to
President Paul Olscamp.
"A black student dropped his
class because she was
demeaned," she said. "We intend
to do something about that."
Early said he would like to discuss the incident with BSU.
"I iust wish someone would
talk to me about [the whole
thing]," Early said. "I would be
willing to sit down and talk with
the BSU."

by J.J. Thompson
staff writer

The University recently became one of the last colleges in
the nation to provide a stipend for
its student government president
and vice president.
The stipend, which pays instructional fees for the two
highest Undergraduate Student
Government offices, is the first
substantial reimbursement the
University has given — while
other institutions have given
large stipends to their student
governments for years.
For example, a 1987 USG study
indicated the University of
Toledo provided the student
government president with funding for tuition, room and board
along with an additional stipend.
Ohio State University gave its
president $8,000.
The University of Southern California provided $2,000 per semester to its president, and also
!iaid its cabinet members. The
owest paid member received
$400.
Florida State University provided $4,623 for its president and
$4,000 for its senate president.
Because the study was done in
1987, these amounts may have increased, USG president Kevin
Coughlin said.
Last spring, a $500 stipend was

"There's no way anyone can be
student body president and hold a
job at the same time."

-Kevin Coughlin, USG President
given to the USG president and
vice president, but the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocation allowed USG to increase
the amount to $1,146 per semester
[ 15 credit hours ] for the president
and $678 per semester [six credit
hours ] for the vice president.
According to Mary Beth Eppel,
USG public relations coordinator,
USG has tried for years to obtain
a tuition stipend but it was not
successful until now.
"I don't see any reason why it
should not have been done a long
time ago," Bob Arrowsmith, student affairs assistant vice president, said.
Arrowsmith said USG asked
the ACGFA — which provides
funds for USG — to fund a stipend
during a budget proposal last
year.
ACGFA unanimously agreed to
provide the funds, Arrowsmith
said.
Coughlin recently said students

who were paying their own way
through college were unable to
run for president before the stipend was provided since the office requires full-time work.
"There's no way anyone can be
student body president and hold a
job at the same time," he said.
It eliminates anyone from running who needs to pay for college."
The USG general assembly has
final approval of the budget and
since it recently passed, Eppel
said it shows member support for
the stipends.
"We're happy to see this has
been put through," she said.
"Kevin and Linda [Schnetzer]
work on this as a full time job, it's
great to see them get paid.
Eppel also said several USG
members believe the new tuition
stipend may be too small.
"Many feel it might not be
enough, that it is possible subsidies might be needed," he said.
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WILL BE
TOO LA TE
DEADLINE FOR FALL SUBMISSIONS TO
PRAIRIE MARGINS:
UNDERGRADUATE LITERARY
REVIEW OF BGSU IS FRIDAY
OCTOBER 26 FOR INFO CALL
354-5950, 372-6756, OR 372-8370
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Alpha Lambda Delta
National Honor Society
We are proud to announce
our Fall 1990 new members
Rhonda L. Akotn
Tracy Ann Ahm
icncan D. At wood
LIM Elizabeth Axe
John P Babd
Suun Ann Hairnet
Angela Lynn Beard
Paul W Keel
C.-cti M Bowlin
Michelle I Bnaner
Kandi Lynn Brunkhan
Tracy Ann Burn*
Eliiabcih An Buiuek
Bilan Scon Butter
Rachel E. Ruder
Pat nee Ne»rnan Cavanauf h
Julie Marie Cook
Kevin M. Cordonnier
Suzanne l.li/aheih Courtney
Suzanne de Melker
Jeffery P. DeMuth
Robert H. Dudley
I'llrn Mane Dujan
Michael John FltclKf
Lon Ann Franklin
Jill M Gaeth
kjten I .nnGail
John Dand Gardner
I iu Mane Gauchcy
I ynnann Genet
Eric Robert Gieucke
Brian G. GrandsiafT
Melitaa Kay Gray
Sherlyn Ann Gnllioi
Andrea Lynn Harrold
Sallie Anne Hayei
Alma Mane Henderitiou

Siacy Ann Hot*
Ehubeth T. Jacobi
Holly L. Jerele
Lynnae M. Jurcrvntki
kriMen Ann Kahknbcr|
Jenmfei Kent
Anna Mane KirchiMtncr
Marline B. Koitman
Denim J Lann
Andrea Re nee Leal
Eileen Elizabeth Lehmann

Linda LcrouR
ShaJenc C. Dm
Rebecca Lynn Markworth
Stacey Marron
Amy Lynn McClellan
Jeffrey Ale»ander Marina
Car lie J. Miller
Brian Moail
Kllherlnc L. Moose
Julie A. NoMenberger

Jennifer I ynn Olbryi
Glen David Olson
Terri Lynn Over beck
Chntiopner C. Penone
Judy Anne Peteri
Heather Lynn Petroiky
Julie Racnellc Phillips
Lynnc C Pilolli
Suun M Rcinhan
Joanne C. Rorabachet
Jennifer A Roiieiti
Angela Renee Ruucll
Amy Lynn Scnaaf
Michelle Margaret Schalk
Joy Schall
William E Schreck
Jodi L. Schuhz
Sandra E. Schumacher
Michelle Mane Sotz
Amy Sproul
Oary L. Sloopt. Jr
Jill Renee Suavter
Rob Sireeier
Julie Ann Stubkiki
Kimbnly J Todd
Steven E. Varrtcchio
Marion P Waltz, Jr
Suun Mane Waratuke
Julia Michele Walton
Lon Ann Weinke
Jennifer Lea Wertman
Amy Ann Whelan
Derek Edwin Wolfgram
Gregory Francti Wood*
Stefam Jill Yager
Kriiiin A Yeaiting
Scott J Ziance

Friday
"October 26th
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Hundreds of Specials! Morning
Doorbusters! Evening Specials!
Unadvertised Specials throughout
the store!

Honor initiates:
Mary M Edmoadt. PhD
William l>. Baxter. PhD

First mandatory meeting: ThursM Nov. 1st
Student Services Forum. Will have a Halloween
theme, prize given for the best costume.
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Bowling Green

353-4500
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Live in Concert!
Monday, Nov. 5, 1990

Pi Beta Phi Proudly Presents
Our Bigs and Littles...

8 pin

Anderson Arena
Tickets go on sa le October 23!
$14.00 w/vali d student ID
$17.00 noi l-students
On Sale at: Union lui o Desk (10am-3pm)
Finders Records (Bow ling Green, Find lay)
Abbey Roai i (Toledo)
Boogie Recor ds (Toledo)
The Shed (Toledo)
Record Express (Perrysburg)

For ticket information call (419) 372-2343
Please NO food, beverage, smokinj j, cameras, or recording devices.

Kelly Welline aod Kdly Revtll
Kandi Brnuartatd Trov Takacs
Pew deleter aed Jill Caetl aad Taw feels
Jeuie Around IWisu Haacbt tod Liu Ar ciro
Aoiie Siaier aod Miry DwkJy
Jennifer Sidebottom aid Masreet Coniitna
Cindy Riard aad Ctristi Davis ad PM tail
Caaie Leodecte wd Vitki Him
Carrie Coram ud Tom Cavern
Lisa CoU aa4 Kristea FroaiUu
Sonux Allard ad Stertuie Peters*
Kia Dodftoi aid Jackie Stoker
UmdaSeadaadDwHareida
Paa ReyaoWs aa4 Caristi Crawford
JmyPjaseyaodtoeUJoriaeier

Mariaret Arcaro aad SUM McCarty
Sosu Garcia aid Jostiae Camiter
Taai Mack aid Tracy Secket
braMclMfWe »d Tracy Worto
Atdrea Load aid Didi Huston
Sana Eadia aid DaaiWeH
Suatee Liviaistoo aid Diaac Eclard
Oana Spraodd aad Liu Ross ad Laari Cm
Cany Sake aid Krissv Powell
Holfi OeWttt aad Joiie Hanirloa
StK» Hottz aad Lori FraakiM
Kart4eea Cmly aad Rial Maate aad Jmy Payae
Liu (Matter ud Carts Stecan
DiauDtrtaaM Statute Leoetrd
Latrie Kacsaa aad Ntttet Warm .
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Listings in phone Romania's uprising 'unfinished'
directory omitted
because of errors
by Greg Watson
■»iarf writer

Conrad added that besides
having a new system to work
with. Computer Services had
more demanding deadlines.
At 1M* 160 facalty men.
•Tbia year we had one
bers, admlnlstratora and week leas than last year, but
■toff members may not be the deadline dates were the
rnc important phone calls same," he said.
to errors in the 1MM1
Plans to reprint the direcUntwsity Telephone Direc- tory are out of the question
tory made by Computer Ser- because of the high cost of
vices.
production, Conradsa Id.
The first person in more
However, he plans to forthan 180 department headings mat a list of the names that
in the directory is missing were omitted and possibly
and some listings, which distribute them to the deusually contain only one partments on campus.
Bomber (film studies, lanFinal decisions regarding
nsffs lab and the Little Shop) Conrad's proposal are yet to
nave no listing at all.
be made.
The error occurred through
Jack Nacbbar, director of
the use of an entirely new Film Studies, said although
system to format mis year's his name was omitted from
directory, said Dick Conrad, the department headings be
director of Computer Ser- believe* it has not posed any
vices.
problem.
Conrad said initial copies of
"As far as I'm aware of,
the directories were correct people have been able to get a
and the eventual problem was
probably an internal bug.
Nachbar, as well as the
"We ran several test runs other faculty members whose
and received printouts that names were omitted, are
appeared accurate. The prob- listed in the faculty section of
lem occurred on the magnetic the directory. The campus intape which was sent to the formation telephone line also
publisher," he said.
has the missing listings.

The Romanian revolution last
December was not spontaneous,
but planned for years by high
officials in the Romanian
government, said Anneli Gabanyi, a Romanian journalist.
In a lecture Wednesday night at
the Life Sciences Building, Gabanyi said many people who took
top positions in the new regime
were actually military personnel
trained in Russia.
"The revolution was not a
change in regime, but leaders,"
Gabanyi said.
In addition, members of the
overthrown Ceausescu regime

*tf writer

More people
have survived
cancer than
CAMPUS

FILMS

now live in
the City of
Los Angeles

CAMPUS

by Jennl Wheaton
staff writer
While you and your Mends are
enjoying a meal in a University
dining nail, you notice that a person at the next table is rapidly
turning blue and is grasping his
neck in an attempt to signal for
help. What do you do?
As you are walking past a playf round, a small girl cries out for
elp. You run to her, and find that
her leg has been broken. You remember something about not
moving the victim, but you're not
sure if it's for broken leg victims.

FILMS

Witch Wofch

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

REAR WINDOW

What do you do?
The American Red Cross is
offering standard first aid
courses along with CPR instruction, stressing what to do in an
accident or emergency situation.
According to Ann Thompson of
the American Red Cross Wood
County District Office, the
courses are designed so "if
someone gets hurt, or has a heart
attack, [a student] will know
what to do."
The courses were offered
through the University Acitivites
Organization as a mini course,
but due to low registration it was
canceled and may be rescheduled
next semester.
However, students interested in
the program now may contact the
American Red Cross at 352-4575.
The registration and fees for the
course must be paid a week in
advance, but Thompson said
anyone interested should call a

ALSO STARRING GRACE KELLY
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Halloween Cards and Gifts
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[Happy Birtnday. Dave

This Weekend!
Tales From the Darkside
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Tony Snyder •
Rita Shafer ■
Kari Kohlman Desiree Summers Lisa Henningsen Heather Brazik Doug Heck ■
Sherry Balinski Lance Hudnell Robbi Killius -
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by Greg Watson
staff writer

Minorities having trouble finding a job will get assistance at
"Co-op and Cos II" today in the
Amani Room from 6:30 - 9 p.m.
Brigitte Byrd, field coordinator
for the cooperation educational
program, said the purpose of Coop and Cos II is to inform minorities about cooperative education,
placement and counseling services.
The program will provide
interview tips and a mock interview session, she said.
Byrd said some minorities lack
information about available job
markets and hopes the program
will provide this information.
"We want to make the job hunt
easier for students," she explained. "Some students are
scared about finding a job, and
we want to give them somebody
to talk to andhelp them."
Byrd said she sent letters at the
beginning of the semester, then
distributed flyers and used word
of mouth to inform minority students of the co-op program.
The Cleveland State Minority
Career Fair on Nov. 9 will also
give minorities an opportunity to
meet major companies interested
in hiring minorities for full and
part time positions, Byrd said.
At this fair, Northern Ohio college students and alumni can
schedule future job interviews
and submit resumes to 65 companies, including Amerltech/Ohio Bell, Alcoa, and
Lake wood Hospital.
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What A Way To "Discover the Difference!"

This is the third year for the
fair, Byrd added.

THE SOURCE
Stt L tftuttr • BG, Ohio

8:00 pm, 10:00 pm, midnight
210 MSC
$1.50 Admission

HEY!

Please give blood.

The 1991 Leadership Conference Exec. Board

(preceded by o Dick Tracy Serial)

FILMS

month in advance.
During the eight hours of instruction, students learn CPR,
rescue breathing, choking rescue, bandaging procedures and
rescue techniques for cold and
heat exposure, burns and poisoning.
There is a $29 fee which covers
the cost of materials, decontamination of the resuscitation mannequin, replacement of the test
lungs and the purchase of updated films for instructional use.
The fee also includes two textbooks, which participants keep
after the course is finished,
covering the CPR technique and
first aid procedures.
Participants will also receive
certification in adult CPR and in
first aid after completion of the
course. The CPR certification
needs to be renewed every year,
while the first aid certification is
renewable every three years.

American Red Cross

Thursday, October 25
in
Gish Film Theater
at
8:45 pm

CAMPUS

"We should feel compassion for techniques in the country, the citthe Romanian people. Gabanyi izens do not know where to resaid. "We should not turn our build.
back on them."
"The people feel concerned,"
The government repelled the she explained. "They ask themuprising by sending miners to selves 'Why are we not treated
' 'beat the students up."
like others?'"
She said about 20 percent of the
She said the people are conpeople who died as "victims of fused and frustrated because
the revolution" actually died "they have little to eat, but have
after the December revolution.
plenty of weapons."
Many generals who were conGabanyi has written two books
sidered "dissidents" of the revo- and contributed in four others
lution have recently been given about the Romanian government,
awards by the regime, Gabanyi reported on the revolution for
said.
West German television, and sent
"background reports" to newsGabanyi said because there are papers around the world during
no specialists in management the revolution.

Red Cross classes offered Job fair to
for students to aid victims offer tips

JAMES STEWART
IN

have come out of hiding to claim
governmental positions they had
before, Gabanyi said.
Romania is now in an "unfinished revolution" caused by a
group calling itself "anticommunist," she said.
She said the government, economy and living conditions of the
people still have not been improved.
Many Romanians already are
disappointed in the new regime
and are getting suspicious of
events in and after the revolution,
she said.
One incident Gabanyi highlighted was a student revolution
in June 1990 lead by students unhappy with the new regime.

352-6886

FILMS

You know your appetite
is hungry for...
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Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

Looking for
an apartment
doesn't have
to be

=

« MUST FOR EVERY HORROR FAN TO SEE!

SCARY!!

l:iitnnwimii? 'li =

At WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
We make it easy to find
a great apartment. p ..

BOWLING GREEN
352-1539

- units still available -

eaoroe «. Romero's ~
Horror Classic

352-9135
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iiiGlenbyne Art Theatre
Toledo: 382-5606
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DOMINO'S PIZZA DAILY
SUPER SPECIALS

BSU & BBCA
WILD WEDNESDAY

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

BUY A 12" ONE-ITEM
PAN PIZZA

5.99

TWO-10" ONE-ITEM
ORIGINAL HAND TOSSED
PIZZA
„ ^^. Tuesday
only

Monday
only

C*4>oo nacoMary H.
VT»Mio'* VaM at MraaN*ng
looMo** ont* ia> no. XUOM

5.99
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I—HI tO-Ji »0

FRANTIC
FRANTIC FRIDAY

4.99 W
.
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•*na«km m***< Cowx
11*31.00

1 DELUXE 14" PLUS
1 PEPPERONI 14"

10.95
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locator* onry *•* "C ■"duaWJ
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BUY TWO 10" CHEESE
PIZZAS FOR
additional

SUPRISINCj SATURDAY

I BUY TWO 14" CHEESE
1
PIZZAS
extra toppings
i
1.90 for both
i
pizzas
.
I

SUPER SUNDAY

6.99

CoueO" mwnr, No* 4*0 *Wi
any OMr 0f*M vato a> oa">c«aang
MXMona 0*»> la. no I tnckjOM
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iipVM 10.31 00
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THINK THICK THURSDAY
BUY A 12" THICK CRUST
EXTRA CHEESE, 1 TOPPING
PIZZA
c no Thursday
D-aa only

RECEIVE 3-10" _^
CHEESE PIZZAS JJ^esoay
1 69 per extra
lopping

12.99
C«*onn
fr oir* of* VaM •* —r»«g—M
ho—am or*, fa. not nc*j<M
•*•»• aBMC—H HUfWV' Coupon
■aaw tO'Ji H

! SUPER SPECIAL - ALL DAY EVERY DAY
FOUR 14 " ONE ITEM AND
TWO SIX PACKS
OCM*. orty Tii *« nMM

19.99
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THE FOURTH ANNUAL MIDWEST
BLACK STUDENT UNITY CONFERENCE
November 2-4, 1990

Minister Louis Farrakhan
Sunday, Nov. 4, 3pm Anderson Arena
Admission: $5.00 Tickets can be purchased from any
Executive Board member or stop by the Black Student
Union Office in room 308 Student Services during office
hours: Tues. 11:30-1:00; Wed. 12:30-2:00; Thurs. 2:30-5:00
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BG voters eligible
to amend charter

Thursday, October 25. 1990
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by Sandra J. Kowalsky
city writer

For the first time in 18 years,
Bowling Green citizens will have
a chance to vote to amend city
charter articles including the
mayor's vacancy and council
member responsibilities.
An Ad-hoc Charter Review
Committee appointed by Mayor
Edwin Miller began reviewing
the charter last January because
it lacked clarity.
"There were certain things I
thought were not as clear as they
should be," Miller said. "After 18
years it's time for people to take a
to act as council president and relook."
tain all voting rights.
■The original charter stated
The committee was asked to
finish their work by July 1 so the twice that upon death, resigcouncil could pass the resolutions nation or removal of the mayor
within the required 60 to 120 days the council president would bebefore the election. With a two-th- come mayor and serve the unexirds vote, the council passed the pired term or until a successor is
resolutions to appear on the elected and qualified. The new
November 6 ballot.
amendments say the president of
council shall remain the mayor
Ward 4 Councilman William for the rest of the term and no one
Herald said he supported all of else shall be elected.
the amendments and encouraged
■The original city council quacitizens to cast their votes for lifications section stated city
them.
council members could only be
"I guess I look at it as making a employed by another governmengood document a little bit bet- tal unit or hold an office in such a
ter," Herald said. "There wasn't unit with council's approval. Curanything broken about it, we just rently all council members work
did some fine tuning."
for another government agency
A member of the committee, — five members are employed at
Virginia Nader, said the commit- the University and one member
tee was comprised of people who works for the county — and the
had an interest in the city amendment states council no
government and had several longer needs to approve the actions.
viewpoints.
■Another amendment conA couple of the changes were cerns the council voting actions
made to clarify ambiguous lan- which constitute a quorum. The
guage, she said.
existing charter stated that at a
meeting where a quorum is pres"It was a good charter which ent, the passage of ordinances
needed very little changes," and resolutions shall require a
Nader said.
majority of those elected or appointed to council. The amendThe changes to appear on the ment states that in order for ordinances and resolutions to be
ballot are as follows:
■The original charter stated passed, "an affirmative" vote of
that when the mayor is absent a majority of those elected or apfrom council the president of pointed to council will be recouncil would act as mayor and quired.
■Another amendment allows
could not cast a vote. The
amendment says for the first 72 the mayor, instead of the city
hours of the mayor's absence, the council, to determine the number
council president shall continue of city employees.

■
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G Continued from page 1.
curred around the Ohio University campus concerning which
weekend to celebrate their annual festival.
According to Athens City Council, the festival will follow Halloween on the first weekend in
November, not the last weekend
in October, Scott said. The city
did not want the city sanctioned
festival to conflict with Ohio University's Parent's Weekend —
which is this weekend, he said.
Visitors are encouraged to behave and act in a responsible
manner since they tend to get arrested more often than residents,
Scott said.
Hendricker believes this stems
from their disrespectful attitudes.
"They [visitors] generally
have a lack of respect for the
community because they don't go
here," she said.
"The bottom line is people who
come into another community
need to respect that community
and if they don't it will cause
problems,' Hendricker said.
"You are welcome in our town
— just don't trash it," Scott said.

FREE CATALOG
of Government Books
Send for your copy today'
Free Catalog
Ben S70O0
Wuhmgim DC 20OU-70O0

—
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BO New*/Jay Murdock

A student takes advantage ot a nearly empty Anderson Arena to study late Wednesday afternoon.

Choochoo
Continued from page 1.
'In the long haul, this is the way
we will want to go." he said. "It is
getting to the point where the airplane is not as good as the high
speed rail."
Although plans are not definite,
Chizmar said the rail may travel
at speeds of 120 —150 mph.
However, Knight said such
speeds may not be the best option.
"Whether they should do the
high speeds they're talking about
or work their way up, I don't
know," he said.
The rail would be targeted at
individuals who ride buses, trains
or airplanes, but Gilbert Avery,
owner of the city's GreyhoundTrailways bus station, said he is
not looking to compete with a
high-speed rail.
We're not competing with 150
mph trains," he saicT "We're

looking to accomodate the people,
not to see how fast we can get
them there."
The Ohio Railway Organization
recently signed a contract with
the state to develop an action plan
for the rail. The 6RO will spend
nearly $1.5 million through the
next year.
When plans are completed,
they will be presented to the Gov-

ernor and the General Assembly. trains in Denmark and France.
Chizmar said he hopes to have a "It's just another way of moving
franchise approved within a year. people around faster.
No such rails are in place in the
United States, but Chizmar said
similar programs are being studThe Event:
ied in Florida, Texas and Califor"It's happening everywhere in
the world," he said, citing such

Annual Harambee

Rcgfiae

Douglas vsHoryfield.
The Stakes:
World Heavyweight
Championship.
The Place:

Party

DAYS INN

CHILL FACTOR INTERNATIONAL
(Pittsburgh's No. 1 Reggae & Calypso Band)

Seniors,
They're
Back!
Second senior
portrait session
begins Monday.
Call 372-8086 to
make your
appointment!

Sat. Oct. 27, at 9 pm
Lenhart Ballroom, University Union

October 24-27 (8 p.m.)
October 28 (2 p.m.)
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-^ also Brother - Grandpa - Grandma - Alumni ''
(press on, sew on, and screen prints)
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531 Ridge (across from Mac West)

Joe E. Brown Theatre: Admission $3.00
Box Office: 372-2719

I

9:00pm

Sponsored Py CARIBBEAN ASSOCIATION and
African Peoples Association, Ethnic Cultural
Arts Program, Graduate Student Senate
and Women tor Women.
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Live! Pay-Per-vlew
Thursday, October 25

Donation S1-proceeds to St. Paul's Community Center in Toledo
serving the homeless and indigent

SPOON RIVER ANTHOLOGY
BY CHARLES AIDMAN
(Conceived from Edgar Lee Masters)
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ATTENTION OUTDOOR €NTHUSIRSTSI
Take a walk on the wild side
in Pinckney, Michigan.
WHO:

YOU!

WHAT:

17 mile backpacking excursion

WHERE:

Pinckney Recreation Area

WHEN:

October 26, 27, & 28

WHV:

To get in touch with nature

COST:

$24.00 (includes equipment,
food, transportation Si focilitu)

Sign ups in UflO office located on the
3rd floor of the Union or call 372-2343

Resumes
From
UniGraohks
211 West Hall

372-,
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Greek Life
Greeks adjust to strict alcohol laws
Chapters try to find rule loopholes
by Heather Felly
staff writer

'The [drinking] rules are broken quite often. I
would say about 90 percent [of Greeks] have

Editor's note: students names broken them in recent months.

have been changed in this story
due to its sensitive nature.
The stereotypical antics of
fraternity or sorority members
like those of a character from the
movie "Animal House"
highly unlikely these days as a
result of the law, national policies, and University policies.
In the past it was not uncommon for members in the greek
system to have "teas" or socials
with other members in which alcohol was involved. Now these
"teas" with alcohol appear to be
a thing of the past.
"Before, we used to invite other
sororities over and buy a keg and
then everyone would get to know
each other," Jason said. "Now,
non-alcoholic events cost 10 times
as much and take 10 times as
much energy to plan."
Now. it is more difficult to meet

-BG Fraternity member
individuals on a one-to-one basis
because alcohol serves as a social
lubricant, making it easier to get
to know people, Jason said.
When state law increased the
legal drinking age and University
regulations became stricter,
members of the greek system had
a hard time adapting.
"The chapters are still trying to
iind loopholes or ways around the
law," Stephen said. "Change is
not responded to well — it never
is, those who try and avoid the
rules will go under."
As a result of the laws and regulations, members of the greek
system are not allowed to purchase alcohol with chapter funds,
Kim Jones, assistant director of
Greek Life, said.
Due to this fact, greek members are forced to find other monies with which to purchase alcohol.
"Non-greek functions like parties off campus have increased
more," James said.

;

While members are trying to
find different outlets, they are
still breaking the rules.
"The rules are broken quite
often," James said. "I would say
about 90 percent [ of greeks 1 have
broken them in recent months."
One reason people break the
rules is because they still remember when everyone could
drink.
"All [of us] still remember
when we used to drink, now we
don't do it," SaUy said. "Old
habits die hard."
Many believe that when the
older members who remember
their drinking days graduate it
will be easier to obey the regulations.
The emphasis was more on the
social aspect years ago and now
people still talk about it
"Remember when we used to
drink at all our functions?" is a
common question among many
greeks, James said.
Once these members have

APPEARING AT
DRY DOCK:
YOU!

graduated, the changes will be
easier because no members will
remember when there was alcohol at all of their events, James
said.
For those who have tried to
bring back the "good old days,"
there have been serious ramifications.
"At first we tried to fight it and
we learned the hard way," Thomas said.' 'Almost everyone is on
probation for some reason."
Even though there are serious
results for breaking the rules,
people still do it.
"Drinking still takes place, but
now we are just more careful,"
Thomas said.

City Relations
: ] Continued from page 1.
my committee and that's the way
it's going to be."
USG senator Kevin Turner said
the student community is concerned about more than East
Merry-Frazee police arrests.
"It's not just one incident, it's
an attitude, on the part of police,
he said.
Ash asked Turner to point out
specific incidents of wrong-doing
so Bowling Green police could
address them.
Councilman-at-large Tom Anderson said a three-member city
council committee was investigating the incident, and that
part of their focus would be any
police misconduct.
A report from the council
committee is due by Nov. 21.

Regulations restrict drinking events
by Heartier Felty
staff writer

"Drinking" is a loaded
word. For a majority of University students, it has been a
common practice, but now
laws and regulations are putting a damper on this popular
pastime.
The greek system has been
affected and now has a set of
regulations which must be
followed in order to sponsor
events where alcohol is
served.
First of all, they must follow state law.
No one under the age of 21 is
allowed to purchase or consume alcohol.
Greek members must also
follow University policies, illustrated in the Student Code
Handbook, which lists alcohol
regulations for all students.
■ If no resident assigned to
a room is 21 years of age then
no alcoholic beverages are
permitted in that audent's
room.
■ Possessing and consuming alcoholic beverages outof-doors is restricted to programming at College Park.
■ A gathering in a student's
room will be considered an
event and must be registered
and follow private party
procedures.
■ No kegs, beer balls or
beer bongs are permitted in a
student's room.
While members of the
greek system have to follow

these standards, they must
also adhere to the regulations
which their national sororities and fraternities impose
on all chapters.
The majority of the fraternities on campus belong to the
Fraternity Insurance Purchasing Group which sets
other guidelines they must
follow.
■ No alcoholic beverages
are to be purchased with
chapter funds and no kegs are
allowed.
■ No chapter or individual
member is allowed to serve
or sell alcoholic beverages to
individuals under the legal
drinking age.
■ All rush activities must
be dry.
■ No chapter may co-sponsor or co-finance an event
with an alcoholic distributor
or tavern where alcohol is
given away, sold or otherwise
provided to those present.
If the fraternities or sororities do have a party with alcohol then it is usually
B. Y.O.B. for those who are 21,
Kim Jones, assistant director
of Greek life said.
While some events sponsored by greek organizations
do involve alcohol, the sorority or fraternity involved must
provide transportation to and
from the party.
The greek system must be
very careful because they can
be liable in many situations.
Therefore, they are taking all
a See Ruf**, page 7.
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Elsewhere
Democrats
reach final
agreement
on tax plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — House
Democrats all but reached final
agreement Wednesday on a longsought plan to slash the federal
deficit by boosting taxes on the
wealthy, raising levies on gasoline and increasing costs for Medicare recipients.
"I think we have the strong
basis for an agreement" that
President Bush and enough
House Pepublicans would support for the measure to pass, said
Speaker Thomas Foley, D-Wash.,
after a closed Democratic session.
Foley said the Democratic
Elan, on which the administration
as had no public comment, could
reach the chamber's floor for a
vote today.
The Democratic plan would
raise taxes on cigarettes and
luxury items and cut spending for
a variety of federal programs.
But the Democrats no longer are
Insisting on imposing a surtax on
the rich. Rather, Foley said, the
new Democratic plan "fully supplants the impact of the surtax.
Despite the White House
Silence, Democratic negotiators
expressed confidence they had
found a formula that could clear
both houses and pass muster with
the president. That search has
taken months of negotiations and
alternated between bipartisanship and election-year politics.
If so, it would pave the way for
savings estimated at $500 billion
over five years, avert the threat
of a partial shutdown of government services at midnight and
signal the final days of the 101st
Congress.
And not a moment too soon.
Congressional officials said this
Sear's session had run on longer
lan in any other election year.
Budget issues aside, there was
the usual crush of session-ending
developments:
■The Senate failed by a single
vote to override President Bush's
veto of civil rights legislation the
administration claimed would
restore quota systems in private
business.
■Both houses were expected to
vote today or Friday on an overhaul of the nation's clean air laws
that would force reductions in
acid rain and automobile pollution.

Lukens leaves House seat
WASHINGTON (AP) - Rep.
Donald Lukens resigned from the
House Wednesday, sparing himself a second sexual misconduct
investigation and possible disciplinary action.
"Effective immediately, for
the good of the Congress and the
integrity of the institution, I resign my seat in the U.S. House of
Representatives," the Middletown, O. Republican said in a letter to Gov. Richard Celeste that
was read on the House floor.
Republican leaders in the
chamber had warned Lukens,
defeated for renomination in the
May primary, that he risked being expelled if he tried to finish
out his term.
Lukens resigned two days after
the House ethics committee revived its dormant case against
him to include a new accusation
that he had fondled a House elevator operator earlier this month.
A source who spoke with the
elevator operator said she alleged that Lukens approached
her more than once on the same
day. After fondling her, Lukens
gave the woman his business
card and asked her to call him,
the source said.
The elevator operator reported
the incident to her superiors.
She was given leave with pay
and assured she would not have to
return to work as long as Lukens
was around the Capitol, said the
source, who spoke on the condition of anonymity.
The committee already was
examining whether Lukens had
violated House rules by having
sex with a 16-year-old girl in his
Columbus apartment — an episode that led to a misdemeanor
conviction last year.
The new allegation prompted

House Republicans to urge Lukens to resign rather than trigger
a humiliating ethics committee
investigation and disciplinary
vote two weeks before the
national elections, according to
GOP sources.
Lukens will qualify for a pension of more than $2,000 a month
beginning in 1993. Under the federal pension system, his congressional1 service is combined
with his 6 * years in the Air Force
and two years on a congressional
staff to determine his pension.
Ethics committee spokeswoman Jan Keyes said Lukens
would not have lost his retirement benefits even if he had been
expelled.
Under Ohio law, Celeste could
order a special election to fill Lukens' seat until the next Congress
convenes in January.
One source in Ohio said
Celeste's staff was researching
whether the governor could issue
a declaration that would allow the
winner of the general election to
take his seat on Nov. 19, the day
the election's outcome would be
certified.
The state lawmaker who
defeated Lukens in the May primary issued a statement calling
Lukens' resignation "a very sad
and tragic situation."
Republican nominee John
Boehner said the voters of the 8th
District "passed judgment on
Congressman Lukens last May,
and I don't believe his situation is
a factor in this race."
Boehner is opposing Democrat
Gregory Jolivette in the race for
Lukens' seat. Boehner is considered to have an edge because
his campaign is better organized
and better financed than Jolivette's, and because voters in the
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• Convenient location

necessary precautions.
"The more you do to eliminate
problems the better protection
your chapter has," Amy Vojta,
Panhellenic Council president,
said.
The decision students have to
face is whether or not they want
to be deemed responsible for alcoholic events.
"What people don't realize is
that [during | off-campus events,
if alcohol is provided to someone
underage, then the person who
held the party can be criminally
prosecuted and they can be
sued," Wayne Colvin, director of
Greek Life said.
"In the state of Ohio if you give
or sell alcohol then it falls under
the definition of sale."
As a result of these rules and
regulations, students are forced
to decide how "involved" they
want to be.
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COLUMBUS (AP)- Here is a chronology of events in the Bex
cases that led to the resignation of U.S.Rep. Donald Lukem:
■Jan. 31, IMS. Columbus television station WBNS reports that
Lukens is under Investigation by Columbus police for alleged
sexual involvement with a teen-age girl.
■Feb. 1: Columbus television station WSYX broadcasts videotape of a Nov. 11,1988, meeting between Lukens and Anna Coffman, the girl's mother. The rum shows Lukens offering Mrs.
Coffman a government Job after she asks him why be had sex
with her daughter, Rosie. Lukens did not know the meeting was
being taped by a TV crew.
■Feb. 23: A Franklin County grand Jury indicts Lukens on a
misdemeanor charge of contributing to the delinquency and unruiiness of a minor.
■May 26: A Jury convicts Lukens after a five-day trial. Republican Partv leaders in Ohio ask Lukens to resign, but he refuses.
■June 30: Judge sentences Lukens to 30 days In Jail and fines
him $500 but drops a portion of the charge involving delinquency
of a minor. Lukens posts bond, allowing him to remain free
pending appeal.
■Aug. 4: House Ethics Committee announces it has started an
investigation into whether Lukens violated House standards.
■May 2,1990: Six days before the Republican primary election, Lukens publicly apologizes to constituents for what be
called "a dumb mistake' and asks voters to forgive him.
■May 8: Lukens finishes a distant third in a field of four candidates in the primary election, losing to state Rep. John Boehner.
■June 12: State appeals court upholds Lukem' conviction.
■Oct. 22: Ethics committee votes to investigate new charges
of sexual misconduct against Lukens, involving alleged advances against a congressional employee.
■Oct. 24: Lukens resigns.

Com* thar* our McratI

Rules
: J Continued from page 6.

conservative Western Ohio district haven't elected a Democrat
to Congress in more than 50
years.
Donald Birgel, chairman of the
Butler County Republican Party,
also said Lukens' resignation
would have no impact on the
race.
Birgel and the other party
leaders in Lukens' district had
banned the incumbent from party
events and tried to persuade him
to step down last year. "I think he
was wrong to remain in office,"
Birgel said. "In a very real way,
it was selfish of him."
Lukens did not go to the Capitol
on Wednesday and issued no
statement beyond his brief letter.
The 59-year-old congressman,
who is divorced, was convicted a
year ago. He has been free on
bond while appealing to the state
supreme court.
Lukens served in Congress
from 1967 to 1970, when he made
an unsuccessful attempt to gain
the Republican gubernatorial
nomination in Ohio. After 15
years in the state Senate, he returned to Congress in 1986.
He was diagnosed as having
throat cancer in 1984 and was
given just weeks to live but battled back and successfully ran for
Congress two years later.

Incidents leading to resignation
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Douglas looks to
'bust' Holyfield

Falcons
lose 1-0
toMSU

BG midfielder Brian Ferguson (left) tries to steal the ball trom MSU's Tim Richey
to Newt/Mark Deckard
(right), Richey assisted on the game's only goal as the Spartans shutout BG 1-0.

And you're
siill smoking'-

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

352-9951

Wednesday, October 24 THE FRONT PAGE
Thursday-Saturday.
October 25-27

BLU€S CONFID€NTIAl

The Bowling Green soccer
team was defeated by Michigan State 1-0 Tuesday at
Mickey Cochrane Field.
Michigan State now
(8-3-5), entered the game
with three of its top players
out of the lineup. Two were
out due to receiving red
cards in their last matches
resulting in an automatic
one-game suspension and
the other was out for having
five yellow cards resulting
in another one-game suspension.
As has been the trend the
Falcons had another tightly
contested match, but again
held to form allowing another first half goal which
makes it 12th goal scored by
the opposition in the first
stanza compared to the Falcons five.
What made it even worse
for BG was that the Spartans' eventual game winning goal wasn't scored until 16 seconds before the first
half ended.
MSU's Gus Panos scored
the lone goal, assisted by
Tim Richey and Doug Consigny.
Even though BG couldn't
Set one through the posts,
ley outshot The Spartans

by Ed Schuyler Jr.
AP boxing writer

LAS VEGAS, Nev. — The heavyweight championship is on the
line and nowhere to be seen are
Iron Mike's scowling face or his
promoter's wind-blown hairdo.
James "Buster" Douglas will
risk boxing's most prestigious title against unbeaten Evander Holyfield in a 12-round bout Thursday night outdoors at The Mirage.
The fight carries a $28.1 million
purse, one of the biggest in boxing
history, with Douglas earning
$19.9 million and Holyfield $8.2
million.
The only thing bigger than
Douglas' purse in this fight is
Douglas himself. The champion
officially weighed-in Wednesday
at a whopping 246 pounds, 14V4
pounds more than he weighed
when he beat Mike Tyson. Holyfield weighed 208.
"I canH worry about his weight
now, it's a done deal," said Douglas' trainer J.D. McCauley, who
admitted that Douglas was never
weighed during his training.
It will be Douglas' first defense
of the title he won on a shocking
lOth-round knockout of Mike Tyson on Feb. 11 at Tokyo.
And while Tyson and promoter
Don King, two dominant figures
on the heavyweight scene for
several years, are out of sight,
they have not been out of mind.
It seems Douglas has been
asked about a rematch with Tyson almost as many times as he's
been asked about fighting Holyfield.
King appears to have informed
everyone within reach of a telephone that boxing's governing
bodies insist Thursday night's
winner must fight Tyson next.
Promoter Dan Duva, however,
says Holyfield will fight George
Foreman next — win or lose
against Douglas.
Holyfield was a 7-5 favorite,
which would make Douglas the
11th heavyweight champion to be
an underdog in a title defense.

The Falcons were shutout
for the fifth time this year
with all of the scores being a
disheartening 1-0.
Although the Falcons
didn't get the victory, they
did a good job holding MSU
to the one goal considering
that they are the 10th
ranked team in the Great
Lakes Region.
BG's Greg Murphy
stopped two Spartan shots,
while MSU's Pat Trese rejected four shots.
The Falcons loss drops
them to (6-9-1) and will
travel to Western Michigan
this Saturday.

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 Cover after 9:30
21 and over
$1.00 Cover afler 9:30

Halloween Cards tni Gifts

AIM
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.
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Tyson, in Atlantic City, N.J.,
training for a fight Dec. 8 against
Alex Stewart, looks at the fight as
an elimination bout for the right
to fight him.
It is, however, an intriguing
matchup built around the elements of size and psyche.
Much has been made about the
size advantage the 30-year-old
Douglas holds over the 28-yearold Holyfield, a former light heavyweight (175 pounds) and
cruiser-weight (190) champion.
Douglas weight, however,
seems much too high and could be
a definite negative as he attempts
to retain the title against the 6-2 '/t
Holyfield who weighed from 202
to 213 pounds in six previous
fights as a heavyweight.
"We're home, we're home,'!
shouted Lou Duva, one of Holyt
field's trainers, when Douglas'
weight was announced.
Only two heavyweight champions, Primo Camera and Jess
Willard, have been both taller
and heavier for title defenses
than Douglas.
"I always like the bigger guy,"
said Tyson, meaning he favors a
natural heavyweight over a
fighter who has been built up to
be a heavyweight.
Holyfield, besides having boxing trainer George Benton, has
prepared for the fight with the
help of two strength coaches, a
conditioning coach and a flexibility coach.
"He seems to be a bona fide
contender in the heavyweight division," Douglas said of Holyfield.
Douglas believes his boxing
ability and speed are what make
his advantage in size meaningful.
"There isn't any advantage if
you can't use it," the champion
said. "You have to have the mobility and the speed to catch a smaller guy. If you don't have that,
then it's a disadvantage."
Holyfield thinks he can overcome his lack of size through
speed and stamina, which he
feels will enable him to set apace
that Douglas won't be able to
maintain.
"The longer the fight goes will
favor me because of my size and
mobility," Douglas countered.
"The most important weapon I
have is my mind," Holyfield said.
"I feel that Tyson let Buster
Douglas do what Buster wanted
to do. I've got to make Buster realize, 'Hey, I'm not Mike Tyson
and you're not going to do that to
me.
A lot of boxing observers bey
iieve Tyson was flat from overconfidence and that it was a case
of his losing more than Douglas
winning — that Douglas got
lucky.
"If it was a lucky day, it was
one hell of a lucky day," said
Douglas, who noted that he didn't
win with a desperation punch, but
that, with the exception of being
knocked down in the eighth
round, he dominated Tyson.
"I hope that luck continues. I
knew I had the ability. I had to
house it right. There have been'
distractions throughout my ca-j
G See luster, page 9,'
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Fielder captures honor
DETROIT (AP) — Cecil Fielder, whose baseball-bashing
made Japan-bashing leas popular m Detroit, was named The Associated Press Player of the Year on Wednesday.
"Anytime you're compared with all your peers and you're selected the outstanding player, that's a great honor for me,"
Fielder said. "That's awesome. That's unbelievable."
Fielder, whose 51 Home runs made him only the 11th player to
reach the SO-homer plateau and first in 13 years, was a dear
winner in the nationwide vote by sports writers and broadcasters. Fielder received 90H votes, Oakland outfielder Rickey
Henderson 39h and Pittsburgh outfielder Barry Bonds 27.
Chicago Cubs second baseman Ryne Sandberg, who bit 40
homers, picked up seven votes, and four players — three of them
pitchers — received one vote each: Pittsburgh outfielder Bobby
Bonilla, Boston's Roger Clemens, Oakland's Dennis Eckersley
and the Chicago White Sox's Bobbv Thigpen.
Fielder is the third AP Player of the Year, following Oakland's
Jose Canseco in 1988 and San Francisco's Kevin Mitchell in 1989.
The award is given strictly for outstanding individual performance.
After banging around in the Toronto Blue Jays organization
for seven years. Fielder was sold to the Hanshin Tigers of the
Japanese Central League, where he spent the 1989 season and hit
38 homers.
He signed with the Detroit Tigers as a free agent Jan. 15.1990.
"I just feel a lot of people who feel they know baseball don't
know everything about the game," Fielder said. "It's not just
me who didn't get a chance to play. I think there's a whole bunch
of guys who are in the same situation. I was one of those guys
who finally got a chance to play and proved that he could play.
"A lot of guys get buried in baseball, there's no question about
it. They don't get the opportunity. They get released or
whatever. I was lucky, I got to go to Japan. It was a good thing to
happen when it happened because the market kind of opened
up/
Fielder had a two-year contract in Japan. But when his friend
Larry Parrish was released by another Japanese team after hitting 42 homers, Fielder and his agent started shopping the U.S.
market again.
Detroit general manager Bill Lajoie needed a first baseman
and was in a buying mood, especially after being turned down by
free agent Pete O'Brien. Lajoie offered Fielder $2.8 million for
twoyears.
"H things hadn't worked well in Japan, there probably
wouldn't have been anywhere else for me to go," Fielder said. "I
might have ended up in Triple A or someplace, or out of baseball.
I might have had to quit and get a job."
Fielder hit 28 homers by the All-Star break. He hit Nos. 50 and
51 at Yankee Stadium, truly a fairy-tale finish to a most unlikely
season.
"It was so much fun," Fielder said. "I mean it was like sometimes I'd get home from a ballgame where I'd maybe hit two and
had some RBIs and you just wanted the next day to come.
"Some days it was bad. You know, I'd have three strikeouts.
But when I was in a flow and when everything was going real
well, I just couldnl wait for the next day to come because 1 was
going good. That's just how baseball is."

Football briefly
From the Associated Press:
.^MINNEAPOLIS — Minnesota
Vikings place kicker Donald Igwebuike is being investigated in
connection with drug-smuggling
allegations, ABC News reported.
ABC reported that the U.S. attorney's office in Tampa, Fla.,
has "irrefutable evidence" linking Igwebuike to an attempt to
smuggle heroin into the United
States from his native Nigeria.
The player's name surfaced
about two weeks ago when a
Nigerian was arrested by customs agents at the Orlando Airport, ABC said. The school teacher had 31 small bags of heroin in
his stomach, authorities said.
DSUWANEE, Ga. — Atlanta
Falcons nose tackle Tony Casillas
was suspended without pay for
two games for missing the NFL
teams flight to Los Angeles and
Sunday's game against the
Rams.
DLOS ANGELES,- Calif. —
Southern Cal quarterback Todd
Marinovich has been suspended
from Saturday's game against
Arizona State because he skipped
classes, coach Larry Smith announced.
Marinovich was the AllStay tuned to

The BG News
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Pacific-10 quarterback as a
freshman last season.
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - Seven
football officials who were suspended for mistakenly giving
Colorado a critical fifth down
against Missouri have been reinstated, but the crew was split up
for the rest of the season.

by Glen Lubben
sports writer

No matter how bad things get in life, people always hope for the better. Through the good times and the bad, everyone believes in their
dreams.
For junior Ann Alexander, she believes her dreams of becoming a
professional golfer will become reality.
This year she began to fulfill her dream, while leading the Bowling
Green women's golf team to a successful fall season.
The nursing major from Napoleon, Ohio started her career in golf
with her father and brother when she was six years old. "My dad and
my brother always went out to the country club and played," she said.
"So, I started riding in the cart with them."
It wasn't too long afterward when she began to take lessons. Like
many high school women golfers, Alexander played on her school's
men's team. "It was a lot of fun," she said.
Alexander usually played two or three-man on the team."Some
guys took it well, and some didn't," she said.
She also felt that playing with the men helped her game. "Playing
with the guys was a major advantage because they hit the ball a lot
longer."
That advantage helped her when she was recruited for the Falcon
golf team. However, women's coach Greg Nye and Alexander didn't
get off to a great start. "My freshman year I didn't trust him at all,"
Alexander said. "I was hitting pretty good then and I didn't want him
messing around with my game.
However, Alexander finally conceded to Nye and let him work on
her swing. "He made me change my grip a little. Now I can hit more
fluidly and the ball goes a lot further," she said.
Due to those swing changes, she struggled last fall averaging 85
strokes per round, but this season she has drastically improved.
"Ann has really worked hard," sophomore teammate Jennifer Girdelstone said. "I think she took off something like four strokes this
season."
In fact, Alexander dropped her average round to 82 strokes and
lowered her best round to 75 at the Michigan State Invitational.
But, her success wouldn't have been nearly as sweet if it wasn't for
her father.
"My dad and I were really close," she said. "In high school, he finally persuaded me to make a decision to either play golf or volleyball."
However, their relationship ran deeper than the choice for golf. He
changed her recreational sport into her professional dream.
"Wnen I came in second at a summer golf tournament in the summer of 1987, my father was very proud," she said. "It was the summer
right before my dad died and it meant a lot to him that I finally shot a
77, 76. It was really emotional and I think that's what I look back on
the most."
With her fall season completed, Alexander is looking toward to the
future. "I'm looking forward to the indoor and spring season," she
said. "I just hope I do as well as this season."
With the bad times behind her and if all goes well, her dream might
be right around the corner.

recently, but he once said that he
would "make Douglas quit."
"You ask me how I feel, I'm going to tell you," said the undefeated challenger (24-0 with 20
knockouts). "He nas quit before.
You say anything to make him
think about his weaknesses. I
mean, it's up to him. Some people
are frontrunners. Some people
aren't used to a struggle."

reer. I was making mountains out
of molehills."
Douglas' 30-4-1 record, with 20
knockouts, is dotted with uninspired performances. In a bid for
the vacant International Boxing
Federation title in 1987, he gave
into Tony Tucker in the 10th
round when he still had a decision
victory within his grasp.
Holyfield has not mentioned it

CAMPUS POLLYEYES *»o E. court 352 9638
PAGLIAIS
945 S. Main 352 - 7871

Pumpkins

Galore1.

All
Shapes, Styles,

..'o/iic curly l<n
I Best Scln'iioni
\Klotz Flower Farm.

tit-I 111 Ml > I Mil. :•)

\ .J.l.J-S.JSl /

»9.00

•4.25

Any Large 14 Inch
Two Item Pan Pizza &
One Quart of Coke
Extra Items 1 20
i

\MII

5 POU.YEYES

Any 10" inch
with two items

A '10.90 value ,I Extra lleim 70'
BUS K) II DO I < \\ll'l s oil I M M s

I

Taste of China
Gourmet Chinese
Restaurant
Mandate Szechuan
CuMM
CocMail PolynoSian Onnfc

exp

ID

A '5 50 value
, ,,, |Q u on

Free cup of Soup
viI purchase of any
large salad

7'sub
ii

DO

. i \Mi'i si.iinnis

PHI ETA SIGMA
$400 IN SCHOLARSHIPS
Deadline is October 29.
Tomorrow is last day to pick

up applications at 310 Business
Administration.

Daily Lunch Special
Carry Out

•3.95
Dinner Special

'6.95

1616 E. Wooster St.
Greenwood Center 3S2-9153

-wiih this coupon-

Add the impact of full color to..
Illustrations • Storyboards • Portfolios
Photographs • Flyers • Charts
Menus • Announcements
Resumes • Newsletters

8 1/eT*ironJy TrtMpuendei, raduc-

Buster
D Continued from page 8.

A Buffet everyday
COUPONS WORTH CLIPPING

COCO HALLOWEEN
COSTUME BASH
FRIDAY OCT. 26
7:30 TO 11:00 PM
at the OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER

113 Railroad St.

■O Newt/Mark Deckard
Junior Ann Alexander takes one final swing before she puts her clubs
away for the winter. This fall she Improved her best round to 75 In the
Michigan State Invitational. Alexander looks forward to the Indoor
and spring seasons starting In February, and hopes to continue where
she left off in the fall season.

Wll'l Shill Wlls

seyiNG

9

Golfer's dreams
within her reach

Free can of pop
W/ purchase of any

Color Copies

■ Open 24 Hours
354-3977

Thursday October 25. 1990

kinkes
the copy center

^fc^
GROUND LEVEL
•«
MOSELEY HALL
•LIVEDJ!^^
•MUNCHIES AND BEVERAGES PROVIDED!
•COSTUME CONTEST:
'•«*
FIRST PRIZE: $25 BGSU BOOKSTORE GIFT
CERTIFICATE
SECOND PRIZE: $10 GIFT CERTIFICATE
MOST ORIGINAL COSTUME: $10 CERTIFICATE
•NO COVERPlease bring a non-perishable food item (such as
a can of vegetables, or soup, box of macaroni, etc.)
^to benefit The Unk Food Pantry
Sponsored by Commuter Off-Campus Organization (CO.C.O.)!

& One Prescription
$ Two Pair of Glasses
& Two Distinctively Different Looks
Single Vision

Standard Bifocals

$7988 $11988
For Both Pairs
For Both Pairs
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.

You must be completely satisfied or we will return your money.
m$ EMMIMD IT M. S. SHIFF OPTOMETRIST
OFFERS EXPIRES NOVEMBER 10. 1990
(Vf EXAMINATIONS PPICED StPtBATELV

Burlington Optical
TOLEDO
1955 S. Reynolds
Across from Soufhwyck

382-2020

TOLEDO
3153 W Sylvania

472-1113

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER PROMOTIONS OR SPECIALS

BOWLING GREEN
1616 E. Woottor
Or—jnwood C«nNji

352-2533

■to ■urtwgxm Oimtu niti-to

BOWLING GREEN VS. OHIO STATE - SATURDAY 7:30 PM - AT THE ICE ARENA. BE THERE!

THE BG NEWS

CAMPUS I CITY EVENTS
• " AMA BG JAYCEES■ ■
ALL NEW HAUNTED MOUSE
Ocl 28. 27. 30. and 31 at the BG Fexgrourvae
on Weet Poe Irom T ■ 11 pm Friday and Tuee
day are $2 coaaga ID raghte with a ehutlo avail
abM avary 20 minutes from ma Union Oval Irom
7 30 II for only 50 cants'
• Attention OSEA members '
SaMrwSM Nov 3
$8 00 with kmch at Bernee
ApplcaBonalnaiOEa Due Ocl 20
Amnaaty mianvanonal
WRITE A THON
10 00am -4 00pm
Llraon Foyer
AfTMaMty IHMITIaHlOflaH
WWTEA THON
10 00am -4 00pm
Union Foyer
Ara you mtereeted m developing rkeapene.
corifktenca. Mnaaa and aalf eea respect? You'l
learn ma pkia eerf defenee m Karala daaa at
BO CXy Part on Fridays al 8 30 - 8 30 pm lor
only $2 50 par hour Can 353 8348

BO NEWS
MEETING FOB VOLUNTEERS
(Writers and Photographer si
EACH SUNDAY
8 p m . 210 Waal Hal
Conlacl Debbie Hippie « 3 7 2-89 7 7
lor Informalion

—
Caribbean Association preaenti Da Annual Mar
ambee MEGGAE party. Sat Ocl 27. Lenhart
Ballroom. Union, with CMM Factor Irom Pittaburgh (w APA. ECAP. WFW. OSS) $t
procaada to St Paul's Community Cantar in
Tolado earwig tha mdigant and homalaaa Ona
Lava.

Weekend at MY DOCK
The) Weekend wa present our Annual Lip-Sync
Conteet on Friday tha 28th Pnzaa value horn
S40 00 13). 875 00 12) t $100 00 Hat)
Coma "Up" your way to euccaaa. lama A tortuna Than on Sat . the 27th. wa present our
Haunted Mouse1 Coma gat scared out ol your
mmd S ion tha hm st Dry Dock both rvghts Located n heeemenl of Harahman Quad A opened
Irom 9-1 am No cover or O'a needed

LOST It FOUND
' LOST' 14 K gold necklace with charm (»1
mend) H round Pis sat contact Derate at
354-7172 Greet Sentimental Value Reward
upon Its return
•LOST ■ 14K gold necklace with tn-goM down
charm
Sentimental value
Please call
372-3088

Need Typing? Caf Tare 2-3531 $1 50 par
page. S2 00 extra tor lass than 24 hour notice
Not reeponaeSes lor grammatical errors

WHO Gartay-Up George
WHEN:Friday. October 28.1990
BY WHOM: M-s DG Panic Date Bronco Brenda

PREGNANT?
Wa can help FREE pregnancy teats A suppor
rive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Cat 354 HOPE

OET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT TIME I!

Typing ' Raaumaa * Theeee * Dlaaertationa
A to Z DATA CENTER
148S Mam -352-5042
Typmg $t 50part

PHI ETA SIGMA HAPPY HOURS
Al mambars mvttad to happy houra on Thure,
day. Octobar 25 Irom 5 to 8 pm at Caaaldy'a
Fraa pizza, drinks, and door pnzaa Bring your
10 end a friend'
UAA Extern Experlenca
••man" mtamahlp
Ara you a BGSU aludant who ia unsure ol
yourmaior or would ska 10 gain valuable experianca In your caraar held? II so. tha UAA Extern
Experience ia lot you (Jan. 7-11. 1990) Appscahons ara avaable In the Cotege Ottrcaa and
at the Meetl Alumni Cantar For more mlo . caf
2-8849
Deaovva November 5

I i

N

r

Mill

Daa Gee PANIC Oae Oae
DEE GEE
DEE GEE
DEE GEE
DEE GEE
DEE GEE
DEE GEE

PANIC
PANIC
PANIC
PANIC
PANIC
PANIC

Delta Zeta

I HAVE A DREAM...

Our cook Joan.
Happy Birthday! You're awesome!
We love you Ions'
Love, si the DZ slaters

• Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi •
phi laatKrObon
AJchoi Awareneea Week'
1 at place, way to go1
• Alpha Pt» • Alpha Pta •
Congratulations Laura Smarts on your pearling
to Matt Recherdeon of Oxford. Ohio'
• Dee Gee • PIKap- Dae Gee
Congratulations Amy Thackeray and Phil Ganz
on you lavaserlng
Love,
Your Dae Gee Sisters
' GAMMA PHI BETA ' FIJI '
Tha sailers ol Sigma Kappa wish you
GOOD LUCK with
FREEZEFRAME
• KKG • Llf Trtcla Witt • KKO •
You may think you know
And in time you wel see
How wrong your predictions are
But how happy you will be1
Love. Your Big 17
3rd East Ladies I'm wetchlng every move you make - Beware ol
who you trust1
Rodgers Demon
AGO " Amy Johnson * AGO
I'm so glad that you're my Big.
I can't wait lor the tun to begin
We I go out and gel ctosor this year.
vTerl the bars and drink some coke
Love. Your U Jenny
AOTT • GHOSTS > GOBLINS ■ AOTT
Get elicited for a Mowlling good time at the
data party Saturday It's going to be wicked1!'
AOTT - Krtatln Knapper - AOTT
Beet ol luck with tha play Ware sura you'll be
great Love. Melasa. Marcy A Becky
Are You Aware That You Can
attend ona of over 90 colleges or unrv
in the US without hindering progress
toward your degree at B.G.S.U through
tha NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
CaN or slop by the
Cooperative Ed Office. 238 Ad Bktg
372-2461. to find out moral

Ara You Aware That You Can
be offered profeaaional work
experience for credit m Waah , DC
through the
WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP!
Carl or stop by the
Cooperative Ed Office. 238 Ad Btdg
372-2461. to find out morel
Ara you mtereeted m working with physically
and mentally handicapped people once a
weak? Join VIP and (on the lun1 Cat Stacks or
Lesaat2 5941
Attention Ladkta • tor all your special naede A
Mary Kay cosmetics
cat Pern Eyer at
352-4915 anytime Wl Oosver
Attn Kmart shoppers
Stop by tor a baza aght special A aaa Missy Paplot hard at wort on her new fob Congratutatlone!
Luv your roomie

Brathsua Halloween Party
Wedneedey. Octobar 31
Coma fotn the tun with
SAM Sound
Beat Costume ■ $50.00
2nd - (20.00.3rd - »10.00
xa prizes throughout the night

DO - LIT Jackie Caughey ' DG
Congrats Sigma Chi Pledge Sweetheart'
You ara Wonderful -1 love you!
Big Tiffany
Did you know? There « help avaAabkt to women
who decide to carry thee- child to term Including
aid lor medical expeneee. metemify dothee.
baby ca-ahaa. and euppkes
Did you know? There ia counseling avaasbie to
woman who are experiencing distress about
their choice ol abortion
DO YOU HAVE YOUR TICKET YET?
HOME FALCON HOCKEY VS OHIO STATE
SATURDAY 7 30 PM
DZDZDZDZDZDZ
The sisters ol Delta Zeta would Ska to congratulate Mentis Dyer on her engagement to Sigma
Nu. Don Bizzarro.
FMA Fashion Show • FMA Fashion Show
Thia Sunday Octobar 28th, 2:00 pm
St Thomas Moore Auditorium. Free Admission
You're invited to a FASHION ENGAGEMENT

FATNHI Sl&Tltit6Sf

KKO* • 'JENLAW* * • KKG
l m so glad you are my ante
And now It's time lor a final nddle
Tonight at tha raght you w* And
A due about ma of some kind!

I love my me'
KKG • GRAND UL SUSAN MITCHELL ■ KKG
Welcome to our Kappa Family'
Sea you tonight'
Love and loyaly Your Grand-Big
KKG • KKG • KKG ■ KKG
LIT Amy
Today ia tha day you finely wel know
II reveal myself by a game ol bmgo
With you aa my HI' our larrviy
we* be comptele
Get psyched and get ready
cuz tonight wa wel meat!
Love. Big?
KKG • KKG • KKG ■ KKG
KKG • KKG • LM Cindy ■ KKG * KKG
My Mela so cool, but
She s one that can be tooled
You are the best ol aH
The reel' Juat a couple
More hours and you wN see
Just who you Big Is gonna be"
Love.BIg??
PS Get psyched lor an awesome night!

KKG * KKG * ULKOfltE * KKG * KKO
Aa Kappas wa share the closest bond
and m the end you'l see
there la no match that quite compares
toLU'KORIEABIGME!
PS GET PSYCHED lor Thursday. 'I win be the
beat, wa'l hit Marts and party and gat no rest"
Korte you're the BEST' Love Your Big

KKG UL JEANIE LYME KKG
Now hare's a Kappa story that I want lo tel to
my M Jeante Lynvs who is awfuly swel soon
you 1 be a part ot my family tree and wa'l be the
best BrQ-UTTLE team U ever da] aaa Now ona
final due before I go
I wee the loudest Kappa
rapper at our Founders Day Show'
Your Big
Snoopy

KKO * KKO * KKO * KKO '
KKO UL' KKO UL' KKQ LIL'
JenMcGuIre
I Lone My Ul'
Oat excited lor the Big, Little Hunt!
Love Your, Big.
KKG UNDA HESSLER KKG
Tonigfit'a tha Night
So hang on tight
Your aeon to be Big
la so vary payched"
Love, Your Big ?77
KKG UNDA HESSLER KKG
Lee Boyer * Ron Thome ' Brad Long
Friday la approaching fast
PANIC is gomg lo be s bias!
So gat prepared to have some tun
Your Daa Gaa dates ara #11!
OSEA
Next meeting la Oct 31 at 800 pm In 115 Education. Don't forget to wear your costume u prizee for the beat'
PHI ETA SIGMA
Happy Hours tonight! Be therel

GAMMA PHI-FIJI
Freeze frame ■ Oct. 27
Freeze frame Freeze frame Freeze frame GAMMA PHI-FIJI
GAMMA PHI USA ENTING
SORRY ABOUT BEING LATE'
I TOLD YOU I'D MAKE IT UP TO YOUI
YOUR BIG LOVES YOU.
HAPPY 21 ST MEL HATCH
You're the BESTII
Love. Lisa
HEY BRISIESNUGGLES
DID YA FIND YOUR BIKE YET? THATS OK
YOU WONT NEED IT FRIDAY NIGHT IN CASE
I FORGET TO TELL YOU. I HAD A WONDERFUL TaME
LIZ
PS BRING LOTS OF KISSES
HOME FALCON FOOTBALL
BOWLING GREEN VS. MIAMI
SATURDAY AT PERRY FIELD

mtereeted m forming Saudi Arab* Support
Group Cat 3533722 or 3542080. teeve
name A phone number
JOE FIJI JOE FIJI JOE FLU JOE FUI
Hey Joe the FIJI
Gal psyched lor your data with a Daa Gaa
Friday's gonna be greal
And I really cant wall
Your date's name won't be a surprise
About who I am you are wise
So gat ready tor lun
cauee Dee Gee Panic's number one'
Kaopa'IAInveeSemple'Kappa
Grab thai key and fieur-de-lie.
I'm so happy you're a little ot mel
Love, your Kappa Big?
KKO KKO KKO
OrandW' DebCordes,
Juat a tear more houra
Until you will see
Who your KKO Family arW be.
Oat excited lor tonight I
Love. Orendbkj?
KKGKKGKKO
KKG KKO KKG
UF Kathy Koatal.
Nol much longer
UnMyouwieeee
Who your BKS wa be
Oat excited for tonight!
Love. Big?
KKG KKG KKG

KKG * UL MARY * KKG
Marry Mary quite contrary
Hera at clue #5
Be here at 8
Don't be late
My Ul 18 GREAT"
KKG * LI Jodl Shaler ' KKG
I'm so excited about tonight!
Evan though I'm probably nol who you think
We are gomg to be the best
big-H pair even
llovemyattleM'
Love, Bag???

KKG * LIL' PENNY * KKG
I Love My Ul' Penny Gat psyched.
Tonight my identity writ be revealed
We ara a perfect match' I'm so happy
You're my Uli
Love. Your Big ?
KKG ■ SIG EPS ' KKG ' SKI EPS
SARAHCongratulations roomie lor getting lavakered to
your honey Chrla! You're awesome! Hay Cltrta Great candle buddy, you should be an artist
Burn I hope It wont be too cow for you m tha
courtyard! I love you guys'
•Steel
KKG * SKI EPS ' KKG ' SIO EPS
KKG ••• UT Nicole ST. Laurent ■ ■ * KKG
Roaesarerad
Fleur - da - Is are blue
I'm so proud to have a tittle
Aa wonderful aa you"
Love. Your Big ???
KKG Gran 11 Kdliy KKG
Now that you're the latest
Our lamrry ia defmately the greeteat'
Get payched lor tonight
'Cuz it H be out ol sight'
I love ya. gran-aTI
UriraY«jrGrarvBlg??
KKGJENNA
Excitement la on the way
Cauaa your big la 1^*9 to say Tonight you H know!
KKG KKO KKO
LI Kriatma Deraaandro.
RoeeeareRed.
Fleur De-Us' ara Blue.
Your Kappa Big does not mean to have you matlad
but to lei you who aha la would totally
beunoool!
Your Big?
KKG KKG KKG KKG
UL' LAURIE CASIERE
It al begins si eight
So don't even be a Ittle late
'Cauaa it's then you'l aaa
What an sweeome big/el' team we'l be
PS I have tha moat eweeome Ma!
Gat ready'cauaa you and I
wrl rock the town tonight'

KKQ KKG UT Dab C. KKG KKG KKG

KKG La" Stephanie Qtnka KKG
Tonight's tha night to celebrate
Because our bmyrttle team
wikjet be great'
I love my little

Pod Tournament at Good Tymea Club. Monday
night-aign-upuntil8:30
SIGEP
Brother ot the weak
TonyFedor

SIGEP
Athlete ol the Week
Scott Frakea

KKG ' KRISTI BALDWIN ' KKG
The best of times are drawing near,
and very soon it will be clear
By the end ol the night you will see.
exactly who your big wil be'
TLova. Your Big?

KKG * UL ANGIE FETTROW • KKG
YOU ARE THE MOST AWESOME UL' EVER!
GET PSYCHED FOR TONIGHT • I AMI
SOON YOU WILL KNOWiii
KKG • BIG?????? • KKG

Tonight's the night
Youwalaee
Who your big raaty la to bel
Your KKG Big??
KKG KKG KKG KKG KKO
"MIAMI WHAMMYI"
BOWUNG GREEN VS MIAMI
1AT. 1:M-PERRY FIELD

byJonnBoissy

Fatman
%0KSts MD siooser KACC on
nemo cm TO //vnesrto*re

KKG • • • UT Uea • • • KKG
As Big and Urfle we wa be
The greelesl pax mKKG
I love my little'
Kappa Love. B»g?7?

PHI ETA SIGMA
Happy Houra tonight' Be there!

PERSONALS

• •OelEttlterv"Delta Zeta VoAeybel Tournament is Corrang' I

Minority Business Student Aaaoc.
In conjunction with Co-op Education
and Placemen! Services present
CO-OPS COS II"
Thurs.. Oct. 25th; fl:30-9pm
Amanl Room - Pizza A Beverages will
be eery ad. For more Into: call
Brlgltle Byrd-Co-op Ottlce-372-2451

Da* Gee ■ FIJI • Dee Oae • FLU
Backpacks boots, compass camera.
Food and water, blenkets. tamneai:
Tents tanks bow and arrows.
Maybe deserts kings and Pharaohs.
Wa want tha Dee Gee to win Freeme Frame
That's why you tmv our FUI n

WANTED:

FREE SELF DEFENSE WORKSHOP
LEARN TO PROTECT YOURSELF
SPONSORED BY THE BGSU KARATE CLUB

Leebfan And Qay Alliance
There will be a LAGA support group meeting
tttra Thursday. Octobar 25. at 8 30 pm In tha
Daaemanl ot tha United Chnstan Faaowahlp
Cantar Tha mealing la Iraa and open to al

Dee Gee ' Phi DM* Dae Gee
Ccvvjretukmone Debbie Bauer and Joe CancH
bare on you tavsaarng
Love.
Your Dae Gee SeMere

DeaQee PANIC Dee Oae

CHICAGO SMOPPINO TOIJR
Nov 301 Oac 1 $ 99 00
Traval Unamrtad inc 363-0050. 198 S Mam.
BG

IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEMBER 22. 1990 COMMENCEMENT CEREMON
CS. YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST
EC PLACED BY NOVEMBER I, 1990
PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT
COUNTER IN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
OR BY PHONING 372 2851 IF YOUR ORDER
IS PHONED IN. YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW
YOUR CAP SIZE

Ccmcyetulabone on being elected Sigma CM
Pledge Class Sweetheart'
We love you
Your Dee Gee Satars

SERVICES OFFERED

• • Delta Gamma •SkgEp" ■
Duana and Matt.
Thanks lor a great evening leal Thursday You
guys ara ewoeomo" '' Angle and Dab
"PS Thanks lor avarythmg. Matt
Vour'e a
Sweetie1
• • Delta Gamma • Slg Ep • ■

H8A tours Mu town
HSA goas to Detroit
Saturday. Octobar 27
Coat $6 00 daposit lor HSA mambara
$6 00 traval laa lor non-mambars
Cray Uraverelty atudants. faculty, atari may at
Mod Can Honors Ottlca 372-8504 lor more
Into Sign up by Ocl 25 4 30pm 2nd Floor Ad
Btdg

Dee Gee ' Jackie Coughey • Dee Gee

1 rum Tk 5UP OUT uwu nrrtf
taccfrTMG AND XrT T/er mo

TH CfAN TUIiTUl ^

Q

o

GRAPHICS DESIGNER part time. akJaad m
magazine editorial page layout using Macintosh
PageMaker. Send resume hours whan available, page layout examples and pay raoutraments to PO Box 1107. Bowing Green. OH
43402
Help wanted waitresses lor 1st. 2nd A 3rd
shifts. $2 09 plus tips, tlenbie hours Cooks for
1st, 2nd A 3rd shifts Wages are negotiable
depending on experience, flexible hours.
257-2209 Ask lor Kevin
Light housekeeping a few hours a weak, own
transportation Flexible schedule Good $
353-7475 after 4pm
Make over J25.00 an hour
Sal T-Shirts m dorms A apt complexaa wrth abaokitory no financial obligation Cal 354-6991
Now hiring Cooks for Quarters Perrysburg, apply at Quarters Cafe 1414 E. Wooster
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer.
Yr round. Al Countnes.AII fields Free mlo
Write UC. PO Bx 52-OH03 Corona Dal Mar CA
92625
Swimming Instructor/Lifeguard needed experienced with current WSI Part time. Evenings.
Contact Joan at The Holiday Park Rtneaa club
874 8442
Travel Sales Representatives
Wanted, outgoing, aggressive, self-motivated
individuals or groups to market Winter and
Spring Break trips on campus For more information cal Student Travel Services st
1-800-648-4849
Tutors Needed For
300-400 level Sociology claseee.
Call 372-8495
Wanted Part-time bar maid, attractive, aome
experience preferred Good pay Cal lor details Cal evenings after 7 874-9058
WANTED: Enthusiastic individual or student organization to promote Spring Break destination
for 1991. Earn commisssiona. tree trips and
vaitiatila wort experience Apply now"" Cal
Student Traval Service at 1-800-285-1799.

FOR SALE
Thanks to al tratemitlea who loaned us hockey
helmets
Tha Brothers ot Sigma Phi Epeiton

SIG EP SAM SEZ:
GO FALCONS!
Beat Miami!

10 NINTENDO GAMES
For Sale • $25 00 each
Cal Mark at 354-5798
1981 Suzuki Q5SS0, 7000 miles. Includes
cover A Krarl helmet with dart visor. $800.
Csll 353-8841
1983 Honda Accord LX
A'C AM/FM cassette. 5-spd . good contton
$1800. ask lor David 354-8693

SIGMA KAPPA
Hay woman, only 2 days left. Wow. how the
tjma haa flown!
Sorority Discount Night
This Sunday 5:30-7:00
MAURICES. Woodland Mai
SUPER HALLOWEEN PARTY
WED. OCTOBER 31ST
GREAT CASH PRIZES
FOR BEST COSTUMES
SOME OTHER PLACE
178 E. WOOSTER
353-3030

THE BIG EVENT
Tha 12th annual Uptown/Downtown
Halloween Blast.
Wad. OCL 81 at
Fraa mugs, pop com
and tha S200 costume contest
Don't mlssoutl
THETACHI
Theta Chi Hockey is WORD
Keep the Flame burning!!!
TO ALL ELIGIBLE VOTERS IN
CU YAHOO A COUNTY:
VOTE FOR ISSUE 4
UAO * RSA • UAO * RSA
UAO presents ... Kevin Raleigh with special
gueet Beau Coup on Octobar 25 at 8pm In tha
Lenhardl Grand Ballroom. Tlcksls ara S3 wrtrl
a valid ID, or AS without, genersl admission.
Definitely not a show to miss!"
UAO * RSA * UAO * RSA
Weekend at DRY DOCK
Thai weekend we present our Annual Lip-Sync
Conteet on Friday the 26th Prizee value from
$4000 (3), $75.00 (2) A $100 00 (let).
Coma "Up" your way to success, lama A fortune Then on Sat., the 27th. we presnet our
Haunted House' Come get scared out of your
mind A Join tha fun at Dry Dock both nights. Located m basement of Harshman Quad 4 opened
Irom 9 1am No cover or ID'S needed
"Godzudd".
Roadtrip? OK! Mount! Coatume party! NA! Little
Mas Muffin' 7-Eievenl Look at me cowl Where
ware you? Mr. Shy' Pretty Boy Gat Up! What a
weekend! Let's do it again aomatrme"
-"GodzOa"

WANTED
1 female needed to sublease apartment lor
Spring Semester Vary close to campus
Reasonable rent Cal 354-8658
1 Female Roomete needed tor spring semester Nice Apt Cloae to campus Rant includes
si utilities 354-5792.
1 mate lb nucleate 2 bdrm. furnished. Village
Green apt tor Spring AteO'rnonth Cal
354-7331
1 OR 2 FEMALES OR MALES NEEDED TO
SHARE A HOUSE WITH 3 OTHER GIRLS DURING SPRING AND SUMMER ■ LOCATION IS
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS CALL 354-5972
FOR MORE INFO
FEMALE roommate wanted for Spring Semester or Spring and Summer VERY CLOSE TO
CAMPUS! Cal Laura at 364-7315 (Leave

')
Female, non-smoker to lublaaaa m
VIAage Green Apartments
Cal 364-6832 attar 6pm.

Il»fiV£4iVk*v/cf, SACK AT Juir-us
Lt*Gue H.Q. ... I

Ftfneea tnatrurtor Part time, knowledge ol fitneas (eating preferred Morning and evening
houra avaaable Cal Joan at Holiday Part Fitness Club 874-8442

Local Band needs guitar player
Cal 363-2485
Needed Ona sub - laaasr for spring eemeeter
Vary cloae to campus Rant nag Under $130.
no uttetlee Cal 353-3989
^^
Roommate needed before Nov I to subtaaee 3
brdrm apt. on 850 8th St. Waaaca DePue
353-9499 No deposit required $182.'month
Wanted: Male/Female Rmmt Second A Ekn,
$165/mo cal 362-4646 Leave message

HELP WANTED
Addreeeers wanted immadkataly' No experience nir laser, Exceeent pay' Wort at home
Caa Id-tree I 800-395 3283

1984 Ford Escort LX - 5 spd. 4 door Hatchback, Power Brakes A Steering, AC, Cruise
Contri. AM/FM cassette, $2200 or best otter.
Call 354-5988
1985 Renault Alliance. 4 spd.. w/ air. sunroof.
AM/FM case.. good MPG. good condition. Cal
Tracey. 364-9010
1988 Cavalier 4-cyl. loaded Call 352-6550.
1988 Chrysler New Yorker, peart gray leather,
digital radar, exceptional condition. 21,000
remaining on Chrysler supplemental comprehensive warranty Must sal Priced at wholesale 823-55! 1
1988 EXP automatic, grey. 4-way loaded!
$',400 00 CBII3/2-4B86 ask lor Amy
2 hockey season tickets lor sate
ALL FRIDAY NIGHT GAMES"
Phono 354-6068
27" Schwlnn Bicycle Removable front Bra, 12
speed, 1 1/2 years ok) $200 00 negotiable
Cal Scott 353-8093
Computer lor sale AT 286 Compatible Loaded
14" color BGA 40 mg harddrrve Unlimited
telephone support 1 year warranty. Dealer
friendly computer $1199 00 Cal 435-4433
Doyouhavea
Sweat Tooth?
OSEA is having a bake sate
on the first floor ol the
Education Building
Today Irom 9:00am - 4:00pm
Homemade Chocolate Heaoween Candy for
sate 420 Lowry.
Man's gdd ring with diamond setting bought
one year ago lor $700 Wl sol lor $500 Cal
Tony -3546797
Men's BLACK LEATHER JACKET
$85 , size 48. exceeent condition
• • * Cal 372-2375 ■ * ■
Must Sell 160 watt Sun Bass speaker cabinet.
15 in chrome wheels. 13 ft. saaboat. couches
Can Jay 354-0136 Leave message
Technlca CD Player, Sony Receiver, 2 Micro
Acoustic speakers Make Beat Offer. Cal
363-6093.
TRINITY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
. Rummage Sale 200 N. Summit, Bowing
Green Saturday Octobar 27 - Friday Nov 2.
Houra 9:00 - 8:00pm on Sat ■ Wad. Hours
9:00-9 00 on Thur. Hours 9 00-3:00 on Friday. Thursday and Friday la BAGDAY Everything you can gat m a bag for $ 1.25.
'87 CRX HF Mint 55 mpg
AC AM/FM Stereo
Cassette $5300 or beat
1-425-2031

FOR RENT
1 A 2 bedroom apts
Immediate Occupancy
352-7454 or 823-7565
9 A 12 month leases/semester leases
1 bedroom unfurniehed apt. , nearly new buldlng, exceeent condition Stove, refrig and
dishwasher
available Immediately
for 1 or 2 people $300 par month A electric.
Cal John Newtove Reel Estate 354-2280
2 A 3 bdrm. duplex available on Church St near
downtown w/offstreet parking Cal Jerry after
6pm ■ 352 5058
Apartment for Rent
Cal 473-2099. please leave message
r*ort*ain1
One bedroom Apartment
CalAttarnoona ■ 354-8800
Help-we're graduating!
2 Brapartmenl lor sublease
Cal 364-4499 evenings
Help' My roommate A I ara graduating In Dec
Rant our apt. for Spring Semester Great location - Cheap rent Cal Ona or Wendy
354 6780
Need a pises to Haa 2nd eemeeter? House
doae to campus lor rant. Washer and dryer.
230 S Coeege 3 people maximum' Cal Gwen
353-3449
Traear tor rant
Cal Derek at
354-6482

